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Figure 1

The Monroe 326 Scientist

3

The Monroe 326 Scientist (Figure 1) is an incredibly powerful yet compact

computer. You can hold it in your hand, yet it will assist you to simplify and solve

a wide range of scientific, mathematical and engineering problems.

The 326 Scientist is easy to use. Computations can be performed directly on the

keyboard using clearly marked keys and switches. It handles and computes numbers

to an accuracy of 13 significant digits plus a sign and exponent. Results are shown

'In a 16-digit luminous display. Your 326 Scientist may be operated either with

rechargeable batteries or a standard AC power supply, whichever is more convenient

for you.
You may perform the following types of keyboard computat'lons:

• Arithmetic (including Add, Subtract, Divide, Multiply and Raise to a Power).

• programmed Functions (including reciprocal, square rool, factorial, trigonom

etric functions and their inverses, logarithmic functions and their inverses,

conversion between rectangular and polar coordinates, staflstical functions

and summation, and many others).

• Metric/English and English/Metric Conversions (including conversions for units

of distance, mass, weight, volume, area, temperature, density, pressure, veloc~

ity, acceleration andothers).

A wide variety of computational results can be achieved by pressing one key or

a simple sequence of keys.

Computed data may be stored in any of 12 available data registers and recalled

at the touch of a key.

The 326 Scientist is very easy to use and problems are solved from the keyboard

much as you would organize and solve the problem yourself. You may compute

expressions using up to four levels of parentheses and many features are provided

that enable you to simplify otherwise long and complicated computations. The

keyboard capabilities of the 326 Scientist are described completely in Section 2,

Basic Operations, and Section 3, Functions, of this manual.

The true power of the 326 Scientist lies in the ease of use of its extensive program

ming capabilities. You don't have to learn a complicated computer language; yOL

write a program simply by pressing the keys corresponding to the operations yOL

ill MONROE 326 Scientist
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desire. You can specify a program or exact sequence of operations for the 326

Scientist to store in its memory. It can then perform this program automatically at

your command. Computations can be easily repeated with different sets of data and

choices of different computational procedures can be made automatically, depend

ing on the value of calculated results. The full programming capabilities and fea

tures are described in Section 4 of this manual, Programming.

The Monroe 392 Tape Cassette Drive

Programming capability is extended greatly by the use of the Monroe 392

Tape Cassette Drive in conjunction with the 326 Scientist (see Figure2). Prepared

programs, from Monroe's extensive Program Library that covers many scientific,

mathematical and engineering applications, may be entered into the computer

from magnetic tape cassettes. In addition, the programs you can create from the key.

board may be written onto a magnetic tape cassette for later entry into the com.

puter's memory. Since the Tape Cassette Drive's reading and writing operations may

be controlled automatically by a program, you may use one program to cause

another to be read into the computer's memory. In this way the effective size ofthe

computer's memory can be increased to tens of thousands of instructions.

Computed results can also be written from data storage registers onto a magnetic

tape cassette, or read from a tape into the computer's data registers. The full flexi

bility and extent of programming with the Tape Cassette Drive is described in Section

5 of this manual, Using the 392 Tape Cassette Drive.
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How to Use This Manual

This manual is intended to help you learn to use the full keyboard, programming

and magnetic tape capabilities of the 326 Scientist. Sections 2-5 of this manual

present the basic principles of operation and how to use the 326 Scientist and 392

Tape Cassette Drive. A series of Appendixes provide further technical information

on such matters as the accuracy of computed results, battery recharging, error con

ditions, and a summary of keys and switches describing their use and pointing to

the appropriate page in the text for further information. A complete index, alpha·

betical by subject, will enable you to use this manual easily as a reference work,

after you have become familiar with the 326 and 392.

Some hints on how to study this manual effectively may assist you in becoming

expert in the 'use of the 326 more rapidly.

Do not pass by any undefined terms. Educational research has shown that full

comprehension of the basic terminology of a subject is vital to understanding the

subject. Thus, while you are reading this book, if your attention drifts or you become

aware that you have not understood the material you have just read, it is virtually

certain that you have passed one or more words or symbols for which you had no

definition or an inadequate definition. You can locate the misunderstood word or

symbol in this fashion. Go back to the point in the text where you understood the

material and "felt good" about it. Then read forward from there. Shortly after that

point you will find the misunderstood word or symbol. Get it defined, either by

reference to the index of this book to find where the term is defined or by looking

in a good dictionary.Try this technique. It works and saves a considerable amount

of time in assimilating information.

Secondly, make constant use of your 326 Scientist as you read the manual for

the first time. Work the examples and sample problems provided in the manual,

and if you wish, generate additional examples from your particular type of applica-

tion.
,

Become comfortable with each feature' and technique described before moving

on the next topic. Study the features of the computer from a personal viewpoint.

Ask yourself when reading about a topic "How can I apply this feature to solving

the problems of particular interest to me?"

And now you are ready to learn the basic techniques for using the 326 Scientist.

May you enjoy lea'rning how to operate and get the most out of your 326 Scientist.

6

Section 2 Basic Operations
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Getting Started

Turn the Scientist on using the ON/OFF switch located on the back of the com

puter. The display will have the following appearance:

[ 0.0000 \

17.025

12,345,5 1B . 0000 }

See This

See This

{

{

For large numbers, the 326 Scientist punctuates the displayed value with commas

'In the appropriate places.

Example:

To enter the number 12,345,678

Do This

Do This

When a number is entered from the keyboard, it is placed in a register called the

Entry register (E-register) and also shown in the display.

The Entry register always contains 13 digits. The display will show up to 12 digits.

The area indicated in Figure 3 includes all the keys that are used to enter num

bers in the 326 Scientist.

Enter numbers by simply pressing the digit keys 0-9 in the appropriate sequence
,

one at a time. If a second key is pressed before the first key is released, both entries

will be accepted in proper sequence if the first key is released before the second.

The decimal point 0 may be pressed when needed. The entered number goes

directly into the E-register and appears in the display.

Example:

To enter the number 17.026

Entering Numbers

If a decimal point is not entered, it is assumed to follow the last digit entered.

The Model 326 displays four decimal places when it is first turned on. Other deci

mal settings can be specified using the [~~:'l key. q~~:'I is described later in this

section.)

Figure 3

rn MONROE 326 Scientist
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Clear [CLEAR) Setting the Decimal Point

is in the Entry register. Different decimal point settings will affect the display as

follows:

I~~:'l followed by one of the digit keys (00- (]Jl establishes how many digits

to the right of the decimal point are normally displayed. For example [~~: l[[) will

cause two decimal places to be displayed. The full 13-digit number is retained in the

Entry register and is used in subsequent calculations. Therefore, the decimal point

setting has no effect on the accuracy of calculations. Suppose the number

1.234567890

This key fills the Entry register and display with zeros. Use lcu""1 if you have made

an incorrect entry and wish to re-enter the number correctly.

Also, if you obtain an error indication in the display,

L-I_-=-E__- )

press [CLEAII] to display the number that was in the Entry register prior to the error.

Errors are the result of illegal operations which are listed in Appendix E. The

[mAIIl key will be discussed further in the section on Arithmetic Operations.

Change Sign (~,~~)

Do This

[~E:' )[[]
(so":.J[[J
[~E:'l[]]

See This

[
I
I

1.23'-155 )

/ . 23 )

/ .23'-1557890 )

The [ ~I~~ J key is used to change the sign of a number in the Entry register. To enter

a negative number, you may press [i,~~ Iat any time while entering the digits of the

number. Repeated uSe of [:~ Iduring the entry of a number will cause the number

to alternate between positive and negative. In the following examples, the [;r~~ I
key is pressed at different points during numeral entry.

-0.835 )

0.00000/23'-155 \

See This

(

Do This

All 13 significant digits are placed in the Entry register and the first six significant

digits are shown in the display.

The Scientist automatically moves the decimal point if the present decimal setting

will not display any significant digit. For example, if(~~nW has been specified

and the number 0.000002 results from a calculation or is entered from the key~

board, the 326 will temporarily move the decimal point to allow one significant

digit to be displayed.

For numbers between zero and one, you can enter up to 11 leading zeros after

the decimal point and still have room to enter 13 digits.

Example:

Enter 0.000001234567890123 (Five leading zeros and 13 significant digits)

11

)-/.'-1/2

- /23.0000 )

See This

[

I

[

10

Do This
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Exponent B
You may enter numbers in scientific notation, that is expressed as a base number

multiplied by ten raised to an exponent:

a x 10 b

where a is the base number and b is the exponent. For example, the number 243

could be expressed as 2.43 x 10 2
, The base number is 2.43 and the exponent is 2.

The procedure is as follows:

1. Enter the base number, digit by digit (with [~,~~ Ijf the base number is negative).

You may enter as many digits as you like. The first 13 significant digits will be

retained in the Entry register.

2. Press8

3. Enter the one or two digit exponent (with I ~I~~ 1 if the exponent is negative).

Note that pressing (;,~~ 1 after 8 changes only the sign of the exponent. A

maximum of two digits can be entered for the exponent. If you attempt to enter

more than two, the last two digits entered are retained, which enables you to

correct a mistake in entering the exponent without having to clear the base

number.

If you do not enter a base number before pressingG~J, a base number of one is
assumed.

If you enter a base number and press 8, but then do not enter an exponent, an

exponent of 0 is assumed.

Example:

Numbers in scientific notation are entered as follows:

r,,
In the last two examples, the number .00035 is entered and displayed in two dif

ferent ways to emphasize that you may enter numbers in the form most convenient

to you. The 326 Scientist will correctly interpret the value of the number that you

enter.

As an added convenience, the 326 Scientist can accept numbers that you enter

in any format and express them in standard scientific notation. This is described

in the next paragraph.

ISD~: 18 causes all numbers placed in the entry register to be automatically

transformed to standard scientific notation, that is, having the form

a x lOb

where the base number, a, is a positive or negative number of absolute value greater

than or equal to one and less than ten (1 .:0:;; la I < 10), and b is a positive or negative

integer exponent.

The 326 Scientist displays numbers in scientific notation as follows:

n.nnnnnn"nn pp

where n.nnnnnnn"" are the first 10 significant digits of the t3-digit base number. If

the base number is negative, a minus sign precedes the first digit.

pp is the two digit integer exponent. If the exponent is negative, a minus sign is

displayed immediately preceding the exponent. Thus, you may enter the number

43,870
using the key sequence,

Number Do This See This

5.023000000 23\

which means;

Ellter and display -0.5

Enter and display 4000

See This

4.387 X 104

Some examples of the entry and display of numbers using I~~: IE) follow:

Comments00 This

(CLEAAJ( sD~; ]EJ S!=::::O~.::::O~O~O~O~~OO~O~O~O;:=~O~O~\ -~~~~:~:nzero in scientific

[]][]][]] f 3. °°°°°°°°° 02\ E,He"nd d;splay 300

EJ@]EJ[]] 1.;::[=4~.~00~0~0~00~0~00¥;:::~0=;:;3\
EJc;o[:J[§]! -5. 00000000-0/\

1 OJEJ L(----,--,I,:"':::0'-=-0.::..:00=-,=0,-,,0,-=-0.::..:0O::---.:::0.::..J0\
6.023 x 10" ~[:J[]][]]]]

EJ[]][]] !
-35,780 [~,~~ )[]][:J[]]IT](]J

EJ@] ( -3.578000000 04\

0.00035 []][:J[]]EJ[];]@] l;:(=3~.5=§0:§:00¥.0g:0~0:§:00§=-::'§0~4\
000035 []][]]8[~,~~1[]] (35.00000000-05\

12
13
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1 X 10-':1

Key Operation

0 Add

II Subtract

a Multiply

• Divide

mil Raise a to the power x

•

15

The basic arithmetic operations are as follows:

Basic Arithmetic
and the Number/Operator Register

These keys and several others related to arithmetic operations are highlighted in

Figure 4.

To use the 326 Scientist most effectively, you should be familiar with how the

326 performs these arithmetic operations for you.

In addition to the Entry register there is another register called the Numberl

Operator register (or simply Num/Op register). When you enter a number it is

placed in the Entry register. When an arithmetic operation key (illiall
II) is pressed, the number in the Entry register is duplicated and placed in the

Num/Op register along with the arithmetic operator.

The number and operator in the Num/Op register changes only when you do one

of the following:

1. Press another arithmetic key (II,II,a, II or II)·
2. Press!f1un].

The contents of the Entry register changes when you do one of the following:

1. Enter a new number.

2. Press iii·
3. Press the next arithmetic key in a sequence of operations (see the section on

Chain Arithmetic).

4. Press a function key (refer to the section on Functions).

5. Press [ClUfI] or [flun].

,
I·
I,
\
\
j

J,
i

i
"!
j

j'
I

I
I
I
1
.'~

I

I
'rI

I
J.

f,
~

I
I

2.200000000 08\[

Summary of Rules for Entering Numbers

The answer is 2.2 x 108 Ohms.

Regardless of decimal point setting the 326 will automatically express all entries

and answers of absolute value greater than or equal to

1 X 10 12

220 Megohms (1 Megohm := 106 Ohms)

or less than

You may enter numbers in a form convenient to you and the Display will auto

matically show the number in scientific notation. For example, if you want to con

vert a number

to its equivalent in Ohms, you simply enter it as follows:

Do This See This

in scientific notation .

• Enter numbers by pressing one digit key at a time.

• Thirteen digits are retained in the Entry register; a maximum of 12 digits is dis

played.

• Use 8 to enter the decimal pOi~t. Only one decimal point may be entered.

• Use EJ to enter numbers in scientific notation:

1. Enter the base number.

2. Press 8.
3. Enter the power of ten (the exponent) using either one or two digits.

• Use I;I~~) to change the sign of a number in the Entry register from positive to

negative or negative t.o'positive.

1. Ii,~~ Imay be used at any time during numeral entry.

2. When entering numbers in scientific notation, [;,~~ Iaffects the sign of the base

number before EJ has been pressed; !;I~~ 1affects the sign of the exponent

after:8 has been pressed.

•
•
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Reset [AmTI

I
j ,

,,

[!lUll] places zeros in the Entry register and the display. It also erases the contents

of the Number/Operator register. In effect it removes both entered numbers and

" ~.,

operators.

[II!tE1] may be used after an error condition occurS.

, .~,

Differences Between Reset and Clear

EI is used to complete a sequence of arithmetic operations. The answer is

placed in the Entry register and the Display. IIdoes not affect the contents of the

Number/Operator register.

[IIUU] removes an error condition, places zeros in the Entry register, and erases

the contents of the Number/Operator register.

[CLEARl when used after an error condition, [CLEAR] removes the error condition and

displays the number that was in the Entry register when the illegal operation was

attempted. Pressing [CLEAR] again places zeros in the Entry register and display.

When there is no error condition, [CLEARl simply places zeros in the Entry register.

Equal Sign II
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Basic Arithmetic Procedure

The procedure for doing simple calculations is straightforward and conforms to

the way you would normally calculate numbers.

The steps are:

1. Enter the first number.

2. Enter the arithmetic operation.

3. Enter the second number.

4. Press II to obtain the answer.

Instead of step 4, another arithmetic operation may be entered, followed by

another number and thenII; you may build an extensive sequence of arithmetic

operations, terminated finally byII. This will be discussed in the section on Chain

Arithmetic.

I
1
1

I
.f

f
i

I

,
,

Calculation 00 This

(]J

2+3 II

Subtraction

Entry Register
Contents

3

5

Num/Op Register
Contents Comments

2+ Num/Op doesn't change.

2+ 2+ in the Num/Op

register is combined

with the 3 in the Entry

register to give 5

which is placed in the

Entry register. Num/Op

doesn't change.

Addition

\7.0000

lflf./OOO \

See This

See This

(

I

The procedure for subtracting two numbers:

1. Enter the number from which a subtraction is to be made (minuend).

2. Press II.
3. Enter the number to be subtracted (subtrahend).

4. PressII (to obtain the difference).

Example:

To find 10 - 3

00 This

Multiplication

The procedure for multiplying two numbers:

1. Enter the number to be multiplied (multiplicand).

2. Press 1:1.
3. Enter the multiplier.

4. PressII (to obtain the product).

Example:

To find 7 x 6.3

Do This

i

5,0000 \I

Num/Op Register
Contents Comments

Blank The Num/Op is blank

when the 326 is first

turned on.

2+ The number 2 is dupli

cated in the Num/Op

register with the +

operator.

2

2

Entry Register
Contents

a

Do This

[[)

The procedure for adding two numbers:

1. Enter the first number.

2. Press II.
3. Enter the second number.

4. PressII (to obtain the sum).

Example:

To find 2 + 3

00 This See This

Calculation

let's look at what is happening in the Entry and Number/Operator registers dur

ing this addition.

•

: '

, '.'
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I
i

Division

3.500000000 22\

3.500000000 22\

0.0006 \

5.833333333 25\

6.300000000 25\

/ .2/3333333 26\

!
!
!
!
!
!

Example:

Calculate 2 x 3 - 4 + 5 + 6

Calculation Do This Entry Register Num/Op Register

rn 2 Blank

a 2 2x

[]] 3 2x

2x3~ • 6 6-

m 4 6-

6-4~ • 2 2+

[]] S 2+

2+5~ 0 0.4 0.4+

[]] 6 0.4+

0.4 + 6 ~ II 6.4 0.4+

In the previous example, each time an arithmetic operator is entered, an = IS

executed before the arithmetic operation is performed.

Example:

Calculate 3.5 x 10 22 -;- 0.0006 + 6.3 x 1025

Do This See This

,
,

I·"
~,

I
I
I
I
1,,
'r.
1
"I,
I,

i
I
r

I
,!

I
I
Ir,,
I,
f
I
I
;

-/ .5000 \

/65,000. 0000 \

See This

See This

!

!

Chain Arithmetic

The procedure for dividing one number by another:

1. Enter the number to be divided (dividend).

2. PressII
3. Enter the number by which the first number is to be divided (divisor).

4. PressII (to obtain the quotient).

Examples:

To calculate 6.6 x lO s + 4

Do This

To calculate -3 + 2

Do This

Chain arithmetic means a sequence of arithmetic operations, which is terminated

by anII, Each time a new arithmetic operator is entered, the intermediate answer

is placed in the Entry register and displayed because of an implied equals in each

arithmetic operator. The new contents of the Entry register are also duplicated in the

Number/Operator register and held there with the new operator.

The following example shows what happens in the Entry register and the Number/

Operator register during a chain arithmetic sequence. The display will show the

contents of the Entry register at each step of the sequence.

..

Notice how numbers in scientific notation may be easily combined with other

numbers in chain arithmetic.

20 21



•

Parentheses 0 and.

4.0000 \

2.0833 )

I .0000 \

0.4/55 \

0.7500 )

5.0000 \

-0.3333 \

See This

(2

I

(/
(2

!

Summary of Rules for Using Parentheses

• For every left parenthesis, there must be a corresponding right parenthesis.

• If you nest parentheses (use one pair within another pair), don't use more than

four left parentheses before using a right parenthesis. The current parenthesis

level (1, 2, 3, or 4) is indicated on the left side of the display. Press [CLE.uJto remove

the error .condition resulting from using a fifth-level parenthesis.

• A right parenthesis operates as an = for the arithmetic inside the parentheses.

• Don't use [MinI inside parentheses. It destroys the entire sequence of arithmetic

operations. Use (mAR) to correct an incorrect entry.

A more detailed description of how the 326 works internally when parentheses

are used is given in Appendix G, "Parentheses and the Number/Operator Register."

23

In this calculation, the displays where the parenthesis level changes are shown.

After each right parenthesis, which forms a closed pair of parentheses, the result of

the arithmetic performed inside those parentheses is displayed.

Do This

[ [-- - -- \ in the display. Use [CLEAR] to remove the error condition and return

the 326 to the state just prior to the entry of the fifth-level parenthesis.

A right parenthesis will terminate the arithmetic operations for that parenthesis

level, and the value resulting from the calculations within those parentheses will

be placed in the Entry register and the display.

Example:

Calculate 5 x ((2+ 3 - II + (3/4))

(RESET]

rnao
O[[JawilCD
•IIOwa@]
•II
II

I
)

I

Jl,,
I
Is
.~;

I•!
I
!
I
j
j,
!
t•
!
I,,
t

Ir

I

I

I
I
j
!

1.2500 )

4.2500 )

8.0000 )

2.0000 )

3.0000 )

0.0000 )

See This

(

(

(

(

(

!

The appendix on "Parentheses and the Num/Op Register" fully describes' how

operators inside and outside of parentheses affect intermediate and final results.

The 326 Scientist allows you to "nest" parentheses, as in the example;

The parentheses keys allow you to specify a particular grouping of operations

when you are performing calculations. You use them exactly as you would when

writing equations. For example, in the calculation

3+5+4~2

the implied = inherent in the II (as well as other arithmetic operations), causes

the 3 + 5 operation to be executed. The result, 8, and ..;- are placed in the Num/Op

register, giving the final answer 8 ..;- 4 = 2. The insertion of parentheses as follows,

changes the result.

00 This

3 + (5 + 4) ~ 4.25

The parentheses prevent operators outside the parentheses from being executed

by the implied = of operators inside the parentheses. The right parenthesis executes

an implied = on the last operator inside the parentheses. Hence,S -:- 4 is executed,

giving 1.25 in the Entry register. Pressing II causes 3+ to operate on 1.25 for the

answer of 4.25.

Pressing the keys as follows demonstrates these points.

4 x (1 + (2 - (3 x (4 .;. 5) ) ) )

Up to four levels of parentheses are permitted.

Every time you enter a left parenthesisD, the parenthesis level is increased by

one. Each time you use a right parenthesisD, the parenthesis leyel decreases by

one. The parenthesis level is shown at the left side of the display.

.If you enter a fifth level of parentheses, an error condition will result, with

22
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Raising a Number to a Power, II

. 0000 \

. OB33 \

.2//5 \

B'1 ,,'1'1B5 \

See This

{

58 = 390,625

Do This

Do This See This

OJ@]m ( 10

OJ[[J· { a
.. ! I

The .. function key may be used in this way because it doesn't contain an

implied = and affects only the number in the Entry register. Thus, it doesn't interfere

25

In the next example a number is raised to a non-integral power.

Examples:

To calculate 4],2

The following example shows the use of parentheses with III
Example:

To calculate (3 + (4 + 2))(4 x 21

Do This See This

The 326 Scientist permits the easy calculation of uncommon roots of numbers
~ lIX

using the C. in conjunction with the reciprocal key •. You don't have to use

parenthetic expressions for the exponent to calculate high order roots.

Example:

"To find ViO

When III is pressed, it executes an implied = on 3+ and the value inside the

parentheses (21, placing the answer (5) in the E-register and duplicating, it in the

Num/Op register with the operator a'. Thus, the final = causes the calculation of 5

raised to the power 8.

wa
DmDwD ~(======~2~"~0~0~0~0~~\~:~:,~;:,,mnlhelk
mil ( 5 , aaaa \value of a

D '4laf21D ( B, 0000 \valueofpmnlheUc
L':!-J L£....J ~-===~~C;:=~~~~~~- expressIonII { 390,525" 0000 \

,

,
,I:

I

.', '

i'
",,

I,
I

l
i
I
!
I

,
I

I

7.0000 )

5'1. 0000 \

3'13. 0000 )

See This

(

!

!

To calculate (3 + 4)J

Do This

24

III is used to raise the number a to the power X.

This key is extremely powerful and convenient to use because of the following

features.

• The number a may be any value, integer or decimal fraction, positive or nega

tive.

• The power x may be any value positive or negative, integer or fraction, (with

the exception that, when a is negative, x must be an integer).

• Both a and x may be entered or calculated numbers. This allows you to use

parenthetic expressions with III.
The procedure for II is as follows:

1. Enter or calculate a.

2. Press m.
3. Enter x or calculate x within parentheses.

4. Press II (to obtain the answer).

The following facts are true for all values of a and x:

aO = 1

p= 1

O~ = 0

In addition, an attempt to raise a negative a to a non-integral (fractional) power

will give an error condition. Also, the attempt to raise zero to a negative power will

yield an error condition, since that is equivalent to trying to divide by zero.

Example:

To calculate 4]

Notice that you do not need to place parentheses around 3 + 4 in the preceding

example because II causes an implied = to be executed. This causes the sum of

3 + 4 to be stored in the Num/Op register with the operator aX.

•

,

t'
t



with a calculation in progress. A full description of .. and other function keys is

given in the section on Functions.

As a final example of the power of II, we show the combined use of chain

arithmetic and nested-parentheses.

Example:

To calculate (3 -:- (4 + 5) )(1) - (7 l( (8 -0-9)) I

The number 5 and operator + are retained in the Num/Op register.Do This See This

,,

,
•

Addition Using a Constant

To Add 00 This

5 + 2 []]D[]JEI
5+4 mEl
5+3 mil

See This

( 1.0000 )
( 9.0000 )

/ B.OOOO )

,
,

•

3.0000 \
9.0000 \

Subtraction Using a Constant

o.nn \ value of a
To Subtract Do This See This

CIJ[]][]]II100-20

1.0000 \ []J[]]EI / BO.OOOO \
TOO - 5.31 []]OrnCIJEI { 94.5900 \

-0.2222 \ value of x
TOO - 90 []][]]II ( /0.0000 )

/.2755 ) The number 100 and operator - are retained in the Num/Op register.

Constant Arithmetic

The 326 Scientist allows you to repeatedly use a constant number and operator

without having to re-enter them for each new calculation. The procedure is as

follows:

1. Enter or calculate the constant.

2. Press the operator to be used IIlIall or III.
3. Enter a value of the variable.

4. Press II (to obtain the answer).

5. Enter a new value of the variable.

6. Press II (to obtain the new answer).

This feature results from the use of the Number/Operator register described pre

viously. The contents of the Number/Operator register change only when you enter

a new operator (1I1Iall or III) or when you press (lIUIT).

26

Multiplication Using a Constant

To Multiply 00 This See This

3 x 6 rnawll / /B.OOOO \
I 3 x 5.2 []]O[]JEI / /5.5000 \
•
l mil ( 2/ . 0000 )" 3 x 7,
!
!
I The number 3 and operator x are retained in the Num/Op register.r,
\ Division Using a Constant Dividend
!
I

To Divide 00 This See This•,,
j

20 -:- 2 []J[]]D[]JII / /0.0000 \
I mil ( 5.0000 )

20 + 4

20 + 30 rn[]]11 ( 0.5555 \
The number 20 and the operator -:- are retained in the Num/Op register.

>.~,
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Division Using a Constant Divisor

You may divide by a constant divisor using the" (reciprocal) key, since divid

ing by a number is equivalent to multiplying by the reciprocal of that number. Thus,

in the following examples, you divide a series of numbers by the constant 20 by

taking the reciprocal of 20 and entering that with the operator x in the Num/Op

register.

To Divide

2 -7- 20

62 -:-- 20

40 + 20

Do This See This

[[][]]-
EI[[]EI ( O. /000 \
[]][[]EI ( 3. /000 \
W[]]EI ( 2.0000 \

Entry Nllm/Op
Calculation Do This Register Register See This

W 3 Blank [ 3.0000 \
a 3 3+ [ 3.0000 \

3+3= a 6 6+ { 6.0000 \
6+6= a 12 12+ { 12.0000 \
12+12= EI 24 12+ [ 2'-1.0000 \

The repeated use of II causes an implied = to be executed with each a·
The answer is placed in the E-register and duplicated in the Num/Op register with

the operator x. Thus, repeatedly pressing II causes a repeated squaring of the

number in the E-register, as shown in the following example.

•

The number 1/20 and the operator x are retained in the Num/Op register.

Raise a Constant to a Power

To Calculate Do This See This

wlll[[]EI3' ( 9.0000 \
3' WEI [ B / .0000 \
3" []]EI [ 729.0000 \

The number 3 and the operator aX are retained in the Num/Op register.

Repeated use of... or II
If a is pressed repeatedly, an implied = is executed after each a, causing

the answer to be placed in the Entry register. The contents of the Entry register are

then placed in the Num/Op register with the operator +. Thus repeatedly pressing

a causes a repeated doubling of the number in the E-register, as shown in the

following example.

28

, Entry Num/Op

f
Calculation Do This Register Register See This

! [[] 2 Blank [ 2.0000 \
EI 2 2x { 2.0000 \

2 x 2 = EI 4 4x [ '-1.0000 \
4x4= EI 16 16x [ 16.0000 \

f
16x 16= EI 256 16x { 256.0000 \

t If you press EI repeatedly, you will cause the contents of the Num/Op register
;,

! to operate repeatedly on the successive contents of the Entry register. For example,
,

Do This See This

!
[]JamEi [ 6.0000 \

EI [ /1.0000 \,
t EI [ /6.0000 \1•, EI [ .0000 \21

The 5+ is retained and operates on each successive value in the Entry register.

In many calculations, you can take advantage of these features to save yourself

unnecessary keystrokes and time.

29



I
Angles ': '.

See This

Entering Angles
The 326 Scientist permits you great flexibility in dealing with angles. You may

enter angles in any of the following modes:

• Degrees (360 degrees per full circle)

• Grads (400 grads per fu[1 circle)

• Radians (21T radians per full circle)

Example:

To enter the value 630 2.75'

Do This

[]][]]
WO[I][]J

I
I

53

53

00 00. 0000\

02.75 000 \

Note: One minute = 60 seconds

""',Entering degrees with minutes and seconds requires the use of the • (Degreesl

Minutes/Seconds) key. The procedures for angle entry are as follows:

For degrees and decimal fraction of a degree

1. Enter the number of degrees with decimal fraction as you would any number.

.1../5
2. Press •.

3. Enter the number of minutes.
~

4. Press •.

5. Enter the number of seconds including decimal fraction.

For degrees, minutes and seconds with decimal fraction of a second.

1. Enter the number of degrees .

You may enter positive or negative numbers for angles. The ( ~I~~ 1key is used to

change the sign of an angle.

Use of the" key identifies the entry as an angle in the D/M/S format. Whenever

that entry is used in further operations, it is treated as a D/M/S angle. The 8 key

"""is inoperative after. is pressed.

Angles entered in degrees with decimal fraction of a degree are not restricted in

their value any more than ordinary numbers.

Angles in D/M/S format may have a maximum of three digits in the degrees column.

Entries of 10000 or greater, or -10000 or less are automatically converted to an

equivalent angle less than 3600 by subtraction of the greatest possible multiple of

3600 (or -3600 for negative angles).

Example:

To enter the value 11 (f' 42' 16.3"

Do This See This

CIJCIJ[]] D/I.A/S ! I/O 00 00. 0000\-,"

WW- I / /a '-12 00. 0000\

00\CIJ[]]O[]] { / /a '-12 /5.3

121

00 \30.5

See This

I
For degrees and minutes with decimal fraction of a minute.

,. Enter the number of degrees.
·"'1'

2. Press •.

3. Enter the number of minutes and decimal fraction of a minute.

Degrees
•".0

Set the e switch to DEC (Degrees). You may enter angles in degrees in one of

three ways:

1. Degrees and decimal fraction of a degree (e.g. 30.5 degrees or 30.5"),

2, Degrees and minutes with decimal fraction of a minute (e.g. 54 degrees 7.65

minutes or 54° 7.65').

Note: One degree =60 minutes

3. Degrees, minutes and seconds with decimal fraction of a second (e.g.

degrees 17 minutes 2.3 seconds or 121 0 17' 2.3").

Do This

Example:

To enter 30.5°

"

,I,
•

, .

I,
,:.,
,

I,

30
I
t 31



Example:

To enter 1845° in O/M/5 format.

Do This

OJ[]]@][[J
D/t.l/s-

See This

I
I '-15

/,8'-15. 0000 \

00 00. 0000)

Example:
To enter the value 150 grads

Do This

i
c1J(]J[[)

See This

/
(

a .0000 J
/50.0000 J

l' + 3"

Ii h d'w . T ere are 21T ra lans in a
0"

radians as you would enter any

r + 0' + 0"

360° + 14° + l' + 3"

33

63" = ------

120' ~

since

372° 120' 63"

Would be converted to the equivalent answer in simpler form
14°1'3"

number including decimal fraction.

Angles entered in radians may be converted to grads or degrees, using the func-

tion key sequences described in the section on Functions.

Radians
The GRAD/OEG switch may be set to ;; or

full circle (21T radians = 360°). Enter angles in

Arithmetic with Angles
Arithmetic operations can be done with .angles expressed in degrees and decimal

fractions, D/M/S format, grads or radians. Angles may be entered at any time during

arithmetic operations. Arithmetic with angles is governed by the following rules.

Operation Resu/l

Angle + Angle Angle

Angle - Angle Angle

Number x Angle Angle

Angle -':- Angle Number

Angle -:- Number Angle

When the 326 Scientist performs arithmetic with angles in O/M/S format, it will

automatically express the answers in standard form: with degrees in the range of

0-360", and minutes and seconds both in the range of 0-60. For example, an

',i answer like

•
."•

•

1
!
I
)
t

!
l

·.•

, (

32

This entry results because 1800° (5 x 360°) is the greatest multiple of 360° con~

tained in 1845°. The remainder after subtraction is 45°.

If the angle to be expressed in O/M/S format is the result of a calculation, values

greater than 360° or less than -360° will be expressed as an equivalent angle in the

range of 0 to 360°.

Example:

If the value 378° 40' is the result of a calculation, the 326 Scientist will reduce it

to the equivalent angle 18° 40'. These two angles are shown in the accompanying

figure. The angles shown are measured counterclockwise from the X-axis.

Grads
Set the ; switch to GRAD. There are 400 grads to a full circle and 100 grads

to a quadrant (90° = 100 grads). Enter angles in grads as you would any number

including decimal fraction.

y y
e· 378'10' {}. 18;40'

,,--< ../

e --<~

\ /" e.x X

Figure 5

;1

•
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Data Storage Registers

Figure 6

,
('

,
,

,,

,
" '.\

30. 0000\

32.5 00\

02.5000\

lfO

50

3/

See This

L lf5

L %
L 92

Do This

Converting Angles

The 326 Scientist permits YOu to convert angles from degrees with decimal frac

tions to degrees, minutes and seconds, and vice versa. You may also convert be

tween degrees and radians, and between grads and radians. These conversions are

accomplished easily by the use of function keys and are fully described in the section

The following example shows addition of two angles in D/M/S format with reduc

tion of the answer to its simplest D/M/S form.

Example:

To calculate 45° 40' 3D" + 46' 50' 32.5"

On "Functions".

The 326 Scientist provides 12 data storage registers which can be used to hold

numbers for later review or use in calculations. Each of these 12 data storage regis

ters is identified and addressed by one of fhe numeral or symbol keys: [ID-(]J,
Oor[~F~~)'

There are several basic ways in which you can use these data storage registers,
as follows:

1. You can store a number in a data storage register (designated [ID-OO .0
or [~I~~ ,l, By store, we mean to duplicate the contents of the Entry register in the

specified data storage register, The contents of the E-register are not changed

ID
34

3S



by the act of storing data into a data storage register. However the previous

contents of the data storage register are replaced by the number that is being

stored.

The [ClEAA) and [!lUfT) keys have no effect on the data storage registers. The num 8

bers stored in data storage registers are protected for your future use.

You may store numbers during the course of an arithmetic calculation and

the calculation will not be affected.

2. You can recall a number from a specified data storage register into ,the Entry

register. By recall, we mean to duplicate the contents of the specified data

storage register in the E-register. The Recall operation does not change the

contents of the data storage register. The previous contents of the E~register

are replaced by the recalled number. You may recall numbers during the course

of an arithmetic calculation without affecting the calculation any more than

a number entered from the keyboard would.

3. You can exchange the number in the E-register with the number in a specified

data register. By exchange, we mean that the contents of the E-register become

the new contents of the specified data register, and the previous contents of

the specified data register are placed in the E-register.

Store.
The procedure for storing a number from the Entry register into a specified data

storage register is as follows:

1. Enter the number to be stored if it is not already present in the Entry register as

the result of a calculation.

2. Press II.
3. Press one of the ten numeral keys [[)- [[], 0 or (;I~~ I.

- If a number is already in the specified data storage register, it is automatically re

placed by the newly stored number.

Example.

To store 1.1234 into data storage register 0

Do This See This

37

I . 1234 J[

Do This See This Comments

[]] [ 5.0000 \ Enter 5

.OJ [ 5.0000 \ Slore 5 in register 1

[[] [ 8.0000 \ Enter 8

~.OJ { 5.0000 \ Exchange contents of E-

register and data storage
I register 1

~.OJ { 8.0000 \ Exchange again

I

The recalled number in the Entry register can be used just as ifi! had been entered

from the keyboard.

Exchange~JB
I

This operation exchanges the number in the Entry register with the number in a

specified data storage register. The procedure is as follows:

1. Press L.,.J. (The function key L.,.J will be fully discussed in the section on

Functions.)

2. Press II·
3. Press one of the ten numeral keys [Q] -w,D or (;I~~ ].

Example~

Store the number 5 in register 1. Then enter 8.0 in the E-register and exchange the

contents of register 1 with the E·register.

II@]

Recall II
The procedure for recalling a number from a specified data register to the E-

register is as follows:

1. Press III·
2. Press one of the ten numeral keys [[).[[), 8 orr ;,~~I·

Example:

To recall the previously stored contents of register 0

Do This See This
~---~;-::;-::;-;-;-

1.1234\[
36
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See This

\[ 4.0000

\[ 3.0000

\[ / .3333

See This

\{ 4.0000

\[ 3.0000
54.0000 \[

See This

\[ / .2000

\{ I .2000

\{ 3.0000
,

! 4.2000 \
\{ 4.0000

\{ I .0500

a[]JIII
am
II

To calculate 1.2 + 3 ..;.. 4

Do This,

a[]J
.lIm
II

To calculate 4 3

00 This

To calculate 4 -:- 3

Do This

Direct Register Arithmetic

. h . d' tly in the data storageThe 326 Scientist allows you to perform ant metle Irec . . h h

b' a number in a specified data storage register Wit t eregisters. You may com Ine "a.
" . of the five arithmetic operators (number in the Entry regIster usmg any . , he data

.U and !iii). The result of the arithmetic operatIon can be left ~n t

h" f r gister arithmetiC does not. t the E~register or both places. T IS type 0 e
storage regIs er, . h ' 'th it

b 't the E·register to perform ant metlc WI .require that you recall anum er rn 0

II@]
II
11m
•II[]J
II

•

/ .2000 \
5.2000 \

See This

\! / .2000
! 3.0000 1
! 4.0000 \

See This

!

I
!

See This

! 3.0000 \
! / .2000 \
L / . BOOO 1

See This

\{ 3.0000
! 4.0000 1
! /2.0000 1

Using the Contents of Registers in a Calculation Sequence

You may use the contents of registers in a calculation sequence. The following

example demonstrates this capability.

Example:

Store the numbers 1.2, 3 and 4 into data storage registers 0, 1 and 2, respectively.

Then recall these stored numbers to use in various calculations.
Do This

To calcUlate 5 + 1.2

Do Thrs

[[)II
II@]
II

To calculate 3 x 4

00 This

To calculate 3 - 1.2

Do This

11m
.II@]
II

11m
.lIm
II

, ,';:
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Divides the number in the Entry register into the number in the specified

data storage register. Leaves the quotient in the data storage register.

Raises the number in the specified data register to the power indi

cated by the number in the E-register. Leaves the result in the data

storage register.

II.
1111

Example:

The following example demonstrates the use of lIarithmetic.

00 This See This Comments

41

The II arithmetic operations have the following meanings:
,liD Adds the number in the Entry register to the number in the specified

data storage register. Leaves the sum in the data storage register.

II. Subtracts the number in the Entry register from the number in the speci

fied data storage register. Leaves the difference in the data stdrage

register.

•• Multiplies the number in the Entry register by the number in the spe

cified data storage register. Leaves the product in the data storage

register.

mil@] f '" .0 0 0 0 \ Stme 2 in d,ta regi_t.r 0

wlla@] (';:======3=.=O=O=O==:O~\ ~~~3 10 number in regi_-

II@] I 5 . 0000 \ ~ecall sum from register

OJII-1Ql / I .0000 \ Subtract 1 from the num-
_~ _ _ ber in register 0

-1Ql f LJ . 000a \ Re:all difference from
..~ _ _ regIster 0

'3'1I.1Ql / 3 . 0000 \ Multiply 3 by the num-
~ ~ _ _ ber In register 0

I!l!IIIIQl I I'" . 0 0 0 0 \ Re~all product hom
..~ _ _ register 0

'6'1I.1Ql/ fj . 0000 \ Divide 6 into the con-
~ ~ _ . tents of register a
I!l!IIIIQl f "'.0000 \ Recall quotient from
..~ _ _ register 0

'3'lIlI!ftlQl / 3 . 0000 \ Rai_e Ihe cOnten" oi
~ a:.~ register 0 to the third

power

II@] lB.00 a0 \ ~~c~" answer from regis-

i,

•

'; J.

E

D

,

Figure 7

register is unchanged:

There are three -basic types of direct register arithmetic:

-II with Arithmetic Operator

-[.,.JII with Arithmetic Operator

-II with Arithmetic Operator

• with Arithmetic Operator

This type of register arithmetic uses the II key in conjunction with a specified

arithmetic operator and data storage register. The number in the indicated data

storage register is operated on by the specified operator and the number in the

E-register. The result is left in the data storage register and lh· b· he num er In t e E-

This· h . F· h
IS S own In rgure 7, were the number D in the data register is affected by

the operator Op and the number E from the E-reg·,sler. hT e result R is placed in
the data register.

The procedure is as follows:

1. Press II.
:,' 2. Press an arithmetic operator key (illiall or III).

3. Press the numeral or symbol key for the data storage register in which the

arithmetic will be performed t!Il -[[) ,8 orr :I~~ /J.
40



Example:

The following calculations show the use of [.JII arithmetic.
I

~••f

43

~.miIf

~.aI

~••f

Do This See This Comments

w.@] r 2,DDDD \ Store 2 in data register 0

[]]~.a@]/ 5.DDDD \ Add 3 to number in
register 0

II@] I 5.DDDD \ Recall number from
register 0

OJ~••@]/ 'i.DDDD \ ?ubtr~ct 1 from number

f In register a

II@] ( 'i.DDDD \
[]]~.a@]( /2.DDDD \ Multiply 3 by the num-

ber in register 0

II@] ( f2.DDDD \
[]]~••@][ 2.DDDD \ ~ivid~ 6 into the number

f
In regIster 0 ,

II@] ( 2.DDDD \
[]]~.m@]( a.DDDD \ Raise the number in

register 0 to the power 3

II@] [ a,DDDD \

The [-JII arithmetic operations have the following meanings:
I[.J.a Adds the number in the Entry register to the number in the spe-

I cified data storage register. leaves the sum in the data storage

register and the Entry register.

Subtracts the number in the Entry register from the number in

the specified data storage register. leaves the difference in the

data storage register and the Entry register.

Multiplies the number in the Er]try register by the number in

the specified data storage register. leaves the product in the

data storage register and the Entry register.

Divides the number in the Entry register into the number in the

specified data storage register. leaves the quotient in the data

storage register and the Entry register.

Raises the number in the specified data register to the power

indicated by the number in the E-register. leaves the result in

the data storage register and the Entry register.

,,

,
,

f -

,

,

,

'.-
; .',

, ,1:-

.,
1',

, I

, .,'

E

D

The procedure is as follows:

1. Press ~JII.
2. Press an arithmetic operator key (1I1IIall or III).
3. Press the numeral or symbol key for the data storage register in which the

arithmetic will be performed. (@]-[]J, c:::J orr ;,~~) l.
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Figure 8

~J. with Arithmetic Operator
f

This type of register arithmetic is identical to ",II With Arithmetic Operator"

except that the result is left not only in the specified data register but the E-register

as well. Figure 8 shows the operation of [.,.JII with register arithmetic. The

number 0 in the indicated data register is affected by the arithmetic operator Op

and the number E from the Entry register. The result R is placed both in the data

storage register and the Entry register.

,
,,,

-I
I

'I.
",



Store 3 in register 0

Enter 4 in E-register

Comments

\
\

1, 0000 \

Y . 0000 )

3, 0000 \

IB,OOOO

2/.0000

Add the number in regis
ter a to the number in the
E-register
Multiply the number in
register a by the number
in the E-register
Subtract the number in
register a from the num
ber in the E-register

\
Divide the number in

L--,-- --=o,--,-,"'O'-O=O--=O~ register 0 into the num~
ber in the E-register

'-----:;--;-;::--;:;-nn.,\ Raise the number in the
2 I [j . 000n _ E-register to the power

indicated by the number
in register 0

Example:

Perform the following III arithmetic calculations.

00 This See This

The III arithmetic operations have the following meanings:

aa Adds the number in the specified data storage register to the number

in the E-register. leaves the sum in the E-register.a. Subtracts the number in the specified data storage register from the

number in the E-register. leaves the difference in the E-register..a. Multiplies the number in the specified data storage register by the

number in the E-register. leaves the product in the E-register.

•• Divides the number in the specified data storage register into the num

ber in the E-register. Leaves the quotient in the E-register.am Raises the number in the E-register to the power indicated by the

number in the specified data storage register. Leaves the result in the

E-register.

m.@] {

m {
1I11@] {

II.@] (

II.@] {

II.@] (

11m@] (

E
Enc'J Rtjister

Eq,D=R

Figure 9

• with Arithmetic Operator

This type of register arithmetic uses the II key in conjunction with a specified

arithmetic operator and data storage register. The number in the E-register is operated

on by the indicated operator and the number in the specified data storage register.

The result is left in the E-register.

This is shown in Figure 9, where the number E from the Entry register is affected

by the operator Op and the number 0 from the specified data storage register. The

result R is placed in the Entry Register.

, ,',
:"

•

i'
'.':

•
',,' -,

,

-I

"i
•
j

The procedure is as follows:
. :'

1. Press III.
2. Press an arithmetic operator key <IIlIallorII 1.

3. Press the numeral or symbol key for the data storage register that contains the

number that will operate on the contents of the E-register with the specified

operation. ((]J~00, c:::J or [;1:: I)·
44

Throughout the calculation, the results are placed in the E-register while the num

ber in register 0 remains unchanged.

45



Use register 1 to calculate the sum of the X-components and register 2 to calculate

,he sum of the Y~components.

The X-component and V-component of the resultant Vector 0 are both 13 (see

Figure 10).

Reca II su m of x-compo
nents

Recall sum of V-compo
nents

V-componenl of VectorC

See This

Note: Direct register arithmetic has no effect on the. contents of the Num/Op

register. Thus direct register arithmetic may be done while other types of calcu

lations are in progress, without affecting those calculations.

Do This
Comments

(]J8CD { (3.0000 ) x_component of Veclo, A

w80 (l;:=====~5=_~0§'0§0::g0~)V-component of Vectm A

[};JCD@]• a CD ( I 0 . 0 0 0 0 ) X_component of Vecta< B

m8aoo ~(====~G~.~O~O~O~O~) Y_componenlofVecta<B

(]JCD.DCD ( (3 f . 0000 ) x-component of Vecta< C

(]J.Doo t,:::{==~2~.O~O~OO~\
mCD ( /3 - 0000 )

moo [ /3.0000 \

'-------x

Figure 10

.Y

Sample Application of Register Arithmetic

A practical example of the use of register arithmetic is in performing vector addi

tion. (Vectors are quantities having both magnitude and direction and a vector in

a plane can be described in terms of two rectangular components: the X and Y

components.)

Suppose we wish to find the vector sum of three vectors A, B, and C, which lie in

the same plane. Figure 10 shows the geometric method of adding these three

vectors to form a resultant vector D. The vector D may also be calculated as follows:

1. The X-component of 0 is the sum of the X-components of A, Band C.

2. The V-component of D is the sum of the V-components of A, Band C.

i'

,

I,,."1

I,i,.,
f

"I:

The vectors have the following components.

Vector X-Component

A

B

C

2

-10

21

V-Component

5

6

2

,.

;r
,}"

,
",.
.

""

I

I

i,
46
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Section 3 Functions



0.1565\

0./250\

120.0000 \
See This

[

See This

See This

[

!

Factorial ~J I!!I
The key sequence ~J • calculates the factorial of the number ;n entry.

I ..

Example:

To calculate 6!

Do This

Do This

[I=,[-::.:-:::--::':-==J\ ;n the display.

51

Functions

1

. 1/X

Reciprocal Function.
Pressing. calculates the reciprocal of the number in the Entry register.

hample:

To calculate the reciprocal of 8

Do This

The reciprocal function may be used to simplify many calculations. For example,

:0 evaluate the expression

">The • key may be used with angles in D/M/S format. The 326 Scientist

automatically converts the angle to degrees and decimal fraction of a degree and

takes the reciprocal of that value.

Pressing .. when zero is in the Entry register causes an error condition with

3x(4-2)

...ou may calculate the denominator first and then use the .. key.

The 326 Scientist provides a number of function keys. (See the indicated area in

:.gure 11.) Each function key has two legends, one above the key and one below

~(' key. To use the function indicated by the legend above a key, simply press the

~(Y. To use the function indicated by the legend below a key, press the [.] keyI

.',..",1 and then press the function key. A description of these functions follows.

figure 11

50
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/ ,5094 \

3, /522 \

1,3890 \

See This

See This

{

{

{

S3

,\ntilogarithm L- ] - .
I lOX

Press [-J _ calculates the antilogarithm to the base 10 of the number in the
I 10~

f ;1try register.

Example:

To calculate antilog 100f 0.5

C'o This

logarithm (Base e) ..

Pressing III calculates the logarithm to the base e (Lnel of the number in the

Entry register.

Example:

To calculate lneof 5

Do This

-.\!tempting to calculate the base 10 logarithm of a number less than or equal to

:-e:o is illegal (since the logarithm function is not mathematically defined for these

',-,lues) and gives! En_ - \ . Press [CLEJ,II] to display the number previously

,. the E-register.

Anti logarithm (Base e) [_] _
/ .'

Pressing C-J_ calculates the antilogarithm to the base e (or exponential func-
f ."

lion) of the number in the Entry register.

Example:

To calculate the antilogarithm to the base e of 2

Do This See This

Attempting to calculate the base e logarithm of a number less than or equal to

zero is illegal and gives I E~---- \ . Press [CLEAR] to display the number pre-

viously in the E-register.

f2l-L5-JLjJ eX

3,0000 \

3,'-164/ \

5,2900 \

0,5989 \

See This

L

{

See This

{

to the base 10 (loglO) of the number in

{

or-Square Root

To calculate VO x 4)

Do This

Attempting to calculate the square root of a negative number gives an error con-

dition with a display of I E ---- \ • Press [CLEAII] to display the negative

number.

Square [~_
/ x·

Pressing C.,.J.,. calculates the square of the number in the Entry register.

To find 2.3 2

Do This See This

The following points should be noted:

• The largest factorial that can be calculated is 69f

• The value of 01 is 1

• Attempting to compute the factorial of a non-integer or a negative number

gives (E-u__ \ . Press (CLEAR) to display the number previously in the

E-register.

Pressing .. calculates the square root of the number in the Entry register.

Example:

To calculate V9
Do This See This

S2

[[J8[]]~ ...
Logarithm (Base 10) ..

eo,
Pressing. calculates the logarithm

the Entry register.

Example:

To calculate loglOof 5

Do This

i .i
-j

y,
,
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Key Sequence

oa~.oOJ.
-a-
oa~••OJII
-a-
_[[JOOJ.
all@]a;]
IIOJlla-1i
wEi
_@]OOJ.
all@]
• OJII
a-lIwll
-oa~••OJ
11-11-
-lIa~.1I
OJII
a-

1)

x>l

where x # 0

where 0 < x ~ 1

LnG+~:2+1)

Ln(>~~, 1)

or

wherex<-l

where - 1 < x < 1

Ln(x+Vx 2

where x ~ 1

l L (1 + x)
2 n 1 x

where _00 < x < 00

Equation

Sech -IX

Coth - IX

Tanh -lX

Inverse
Hvperbolic
function

~!".-II[[]EI

~!"O-II[[]EI

~"-@].-II
illI@]O-lia

~ .. _@]O-II
illI@].-lIa

54

Key Sequence

2

2

Equation

Sinh x

Cosh x

Tanh x

Coth x

Sech x

Csch x

Hyperbolic
Function

Hyperbolic Functions

You may use the logarithm and antilogarithm to the base e capabilities of the 326

Scientist to -calculate all the hyperbolic and inverse hyperbolic (unctions. The

defining equations and key sequences that are used to evaluate these functions are

presented in the following tables. In all the key sequences given, it is assumed that

the number, x, is present in the Entry register, either having been entered from the

keyboard or being the result of a calculation.

,. :

,. ~ 'I,

. ,



See This

{

Example:

To convert 2 radians to grqds, proceed as follows:
,.-------;-:;-:::;-~~

'''" rr:ll~ IciiGlif ~L"'J"!P-~

57

To convert from radians to degrees, proceed as follows:
~"

1. Set GRAD/DEG switch to e.
AI . I the angle in radians may be in the2. Enter the angle in radians. ternatlve y,

E-register as the result of a calculation.

3. press~J.

4. Press M!! .
P (CiiGl5. ress~,

Converting D/M/S Angles to Degrees with Decimal Fraction

.-.L7J ....- m

h k
~J _ converts an angle in the Entry register in D/M/S for-

T e ey sequence f ....-0"

mat to degrees with a decimal fraction.

Do This

! (]J~l",J ~,~~ I L! .....:/.....:':.-'-/.:-:....:.5;:..c9=---'5_\

To convert from radians to grads, proceed as follows:
.",

1. Set GRAD/DEC switch to if .
2. Enter the angle in radians. Alternatively, the angle in radians may be present

i~ the E-register as the result of a calculation.

3. Press [~J.

4. Press J!P_ .
5. Press (;I~~ J.

Example:

To convert 2 radians to degrees

Converting Radians to Degrees or Grads

0.7330 \

See This

See This

!

!
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To convert from grads to radians, do the following:

iii"1. Set GRAD/OEG switch to D •

2. Enter the angle in grads. Alternatively, the angle in grads may be present in the

E-register as the result of a calculation.

Functions Involving Angles

When you calculate functions involving angles, such as trigonometric functions,

conversions between rectangular and polar coordinates and conversions between

radians and degrees or grads, you must specify whether angles will be expressed

in degrees or grads. This is controlled by the GRAD/DEG switch.

The GRAD/DEG switch specifies how angle entries and calculations are made.
""AD

When the switch is in the I;;;l position, all angle entries and calculations are based
• MoD

on the metric angular unit of the grad, with 400 grads in a circle. In the ~ position,...
angles are entered and calculated in degrees, with 360 degrees in a circle.

D""
1. Set GRAD/DEG switch to e.
2. Enter the angle in degrees and decimal fraction or O/M/S format. Alternatively,

the angle may be in the E-register as the result of a calculation.

To convert from degrees to radians, do the following:

_M!n,c
3. Press _ .

The GRAD/DEG Switch

4. Press (;!~~ ).
Example:

To convert 42 0 to radians

Do This

~ GJC]Jii'[ ~,~~ I
'"

4. Press [;I~~ ].
Example:

To convert 42 grads to radians

Do This

iii GJ(]J_C[;I~;)
""

_HElAI'

3. Press _ .

Converting Degrees or Grads to Radians

"'



,

I

I"
:
j,

I

j

,
1; ,

,,
I, ;

:
i,

\

\

0.7002 J

0.8525

45.5729
See This

[

See This

[

['"•

![]]W-

;[]]W
",'

Do This

Arc Cosine [-J.I coS"'

Pressing (!I-J II calculates the arc cosine (in degrees or grads) of the number
f cos'

in the Ertry register.

Example:

, To calculate the arc cosine in degrees of 0.7

Angles may be positive or negative and may be entered in D/M/5 format. The

tangent of 90 degrees (lOa grads) or odd multiples of 90 degrees (100 grads) is

calculated as 1 x 1098 0r -1 x 1098
.

."
Tangent.

Attempting to calculate the arc cosine of numbers greater than +1 or less than ~1

gives I E----- \ since the arc cosine function is not defined for those values.

Press [elm) to display the number previously in the E-register.

",Pressing _ calculates the tangent of the angle (in degrees or grads) in the Entry

register. To find the tangent of 35°.

Do This See This
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The angles may be positive or negative and may be entered in D/M/S format.

".Pressing _ calculates the cosine of the angle (in degrees or grads) in the Entry

register.

Example:

To calculate the cosine of 35 grads

Do This

<OS

Cosine.

r,

,

0.5807 \

0.5807 J

44.4270 \

See This

See This

(

[

!'"•
To calculate the sine of 35° 30'

To convert 31° 44' 59" to degrees with decimal fraction

00 This See This

".
Pressing _ calculates the sine of the angle in the Entry register. The angle must

be in degrees or grads. The angles may be positive or negative and may be entered

in D/M/S format.

Example:

To calculate the sine of 35.5°

Do This

EXilmp!e:

[]]OJ- ( 3/ 00 00. DODO)

rnrn- [ 3/ 44 00.0000\

W[]J [ 3/ 44 59.0000\

[.,.ll!!!, [ 3/ . 7497\
The answer is 31.749r.

'"Sine.

To calculate the arc sine in degrees of 0.7

Do This

58

The answers in both examples are the same since the angles are equal.

Arc Sine [_J.f SIN-'

Pressing C.,.J" calculates the arc sine (in degrees or grads according to the

GRAD/DEG switch setting) of the number in the E-register.

Example:

i
;;, '



All trigonometric functions are easily accessed from the keyboard. The following

~able sho~s how to calculate them. It is assumed that the angle 0 or the number n
IS already In the Entry register.

Key Sequence

--amEi
-aIDamEi-a;Jama
wEi
-a;JamEi

Equation

l-cos()

Sec(}-l

1/2(1-c058)

l-sine8

i unction

H,:wersine ()

:. '(secant ()

Versine ()

Covers ine ()

fOREe'
2. Press _

3. Enter r.

4. PressEl {X will be in the E-register and display).

5. PressEl again (Y will be in the E-register and display).

You may press II again to display X. If you continue to press II, X and Y

display alternately.

After obtaining the value of X you may perform any operation except an arith~

metic operation at the same parenthesis level without affecting the Y value. For

example, you may obtain X, store it in a data storage register, and then press IIto

obtain the value of Y.

Example:
To convert the polar coordinates (0 = 40°, r = 2) to rectangular coordinates:

Do This See This Comments

ewCQJ- { YO.OOOO \ Enter 0

(]J { 2.0000 \ Enter r

II { I .5320 \ X displays

II { f 2B55 \ Y displays

II { I 5320 \ X displays again
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Polar to Rectangular Coordinates

The iiT

key converts polar coordiflates (defined by an angle, (J, and a radius, r)

~o rectangular coordinates, X and Y.

The procedure is as follows:

1. Enter 8 in degrees or grads (according to the setting of the GRAD/DEG switch).

Some less common trigonometric functions and their key sequences follow:

-cos"

-SIN-'

""-
Key Sequence

'"-
III

UN 1/x--cos 1/x-.
SIN 1/X--
C~.

C.,.J ""
~!II'
-C-j
1/x f

-~
1/x I

-~I

See This

(r---~3 Lj::-.-::9-:::-92=Oc--.)

Arc Tangent C.,.j !II'
Pressing [-J-cal It h .

f T:":r."I' cu a es t e arc tangent (m degrees or grads accordin t th. f g 0 e
setting 0 the GRAD/DEC switch) of the number in the Ent .

_ ry register.
Example:

To calculate arc tangent (in degrees) of 0.7

Do This

Trigonometric Function Table

60

Functioll

Sine (I

"

Cosine 0

;;

I'
Tangent fJ

,

Cotangent (J

Secant fl

Cosecant (J

Arc sine n

Arc cosine n

Arc tangent n

Arc cotangent n

Arc secant n

Arc cosecant n

I
i



Comments

{

See This

{

Statistical Functions

I
{

Do This

·"'ales.

I:".•.••

Using. with Ungrouped Data

;'Ungrouped data" means a set of numeric values in which no value is repealed

or in which repeated values are handled individually. "Grouped data" means a set

of numeric values where one or more numbers appears repeatedly and where

repealed numbers may be handled as a group.

As may be seen from Figure 12, this conversion follows the equations:

o~ tan- 1 Y/X

63

The 326 Scientist has a number of features that assist you in making statistical

calculations. In addition to simple two-key sequences for obtaining mean value and

standard deviation, there is a iii key that automatically counts n (number of data

values entered) in data storage register 1, calculates the sum of the data values, X,

in register 2, and calculates the sum of the squares of the data values, x2
, into register

3. The symbol }:, of course, means "sum."

hample:

To conver! the rectangular coordinates X = 1, Y = 2 to equivalent polar coordi-

Clear Registers 1, 2 and 3 C.,-J@]
The key sequence L.,-JCQJ clears (places zeros in) data storage registers 1, 2

and 3. It doesn't affect the other data storage registers, the number in the Entry register

or the display.

The procedure is as follows:

1. Enter X .

2. Press C-J •.
I to PD' ••

3. Enter Y.

4. Press D (0 will be in the E-register and display).

5. Press EI again (r will be in the E-regj~ter and d' I
y rspay).

ou may press II again to display 8. If you continue to press II
display alternately. The following points should be noted: ' rand ()

• X and Y may be positive or negative

• The resulting value of r is always positive

• The value of (J ranges from -180 to +180 d
I . egrees Or - 200 to +200 grads

• T le angle (J is measured counterclockwise from the X . f ..
f Y d -axIS or posltlve v-alues

a ar:t clockwise from the X-axis for negative values of y.

Rectangular to Polar Coordinates

The key sequence ~ J. conve
. f tooa,," rls rectangular coordinates X and Y t I

c00rdlnates (J and r. ' 0 po ar

----------

The conversion follows the equations

X=rcosO

Y = r sin ()

This may be Seen from the diagram in Figure 12.

The angle (0) may have a positive or negative value and b f .
aoo I' eo any magnitude (the

ve examp e gIves the same results with () = _ 3200).
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Figure 12
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Comments

0.0000 \ Clear the Entry register
and dala storage registers
1,2and3.

I . 0000 \ Enter value of 1

2.0000 JEnter value of 2

2.0000 ) Value 3 appears 2 limes

3.0000 \ Value 4 appears 3 times

5.0000 \ Enter value of 5.

See This

[
Do This
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O€leting Data From a Data Group

The sequence ~J _ removes either a single data value or a group of data
I IIELfT!

"'"om a statistical summation. For a single data value, the procedure is as follows:

I. Enter data item (x).

1. Press [_J •.
I OIiLflE

1 is subtracted from register 1

x is subtracted from register 2

x2 is subtracted from register 3

To remove a group of data values, where the value x appears q times, do the fol·

;'lwing:

1. Enter x.

2. Press [.J •.
I 1lI!U!'.

3. Enter the frequency (q).

4. Press iii.
q is subtracted from register 1

qx is subtracted from register 2

qx 1 is subtracted from register 3

Example:

To calculate n, ~x, and ~X2 for the data values: 1, 2, 3, 3, 4, 4, 4, 5

ITJ- {
[]J_{'i====~~=!

[]J-m. {m- mil /'r===~~~
[]J - <-{__--=--:..==_

The procedure is as follows for ungrouped data:

1. Enter data item (x).

2. Press Iii'.
1 is added to register 1

n count (number of items entered)
x is added to register 2 ~x

x2
is added to register 3 ~Xl

3. Additional data items are accumulated bye t .
. t-'~. n enng a new value of x and press
Ing •. -
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Accumulated data may be retrieved at any time using:.rn to display the n count

_0 to display ~x

-rn to display Ix 2

Using .. with Grouped Data
We define the frequency, q, as the number of times .

pears in the set of data val I.. a partICular data value ap-
ues. t IS possIble to add all th

by use of the frequency q Th . ese repeated va,lues at once
, . e procedure IS as follows:

1. Enter data item (x).
t ....~·2. Press _.

3. Enter the frequency (q).

4. Press ,II.
q is added to register 1 (n count)

qx is added to register 2 (~x)

2

qx is added to register 3 (~x 2)

Additional data values may be added using this m h
be retrieved at any time using et ad. Accumulated data may

-m to display the n count

-rn to display ~x

-00 to display ~X2

t,
;;
):
1 '

!,,
ir,
t,,,



/./'-/0/ \

See This

[

x - (};x)
n

n - 1so ~

Do This

tion is

The procedure is as follows:

1. Enter the set of data values using .. (or enter n, LX and LX 2 in registers 1, 2

and 3).

2, Press [-J0·
f

If n = 0 or 1, attempting to calculate a standard deviation results in an error con-

dition (I Eu--- \ in display). Press [cmll] to display the number previously

in the E-register.

Example:

To calculate the standard deviation of the set of data values (1,2,3,3,4) used in

the previous calculation of the mean value.
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It was not necessary to enter the data values again since n, LX and Lx 2 were already

stored in registers 1, 2 and 3.

Example:

To calculate the mean of the set of data values 1, 2, 3, 3, 4
Do This See This Comments

c::1 [-J IQl r a. aaaa \ CleO' reg;ster; 1,2 and J,EJ I ~ l -"O"':'-':'.'::'.OO-"'------J the Entry register Clnd dis-

play.

OJ. ( I.aaaa \
(]J. ( 2.aaaa \
[]] • rn. ~(==~2~.~aa~a~a~\
@]. ( '-/ aaaa \
~[]] 7=(===~2:=.:::§5::§a~aa~\ M"n Value

Standard Deviation [-Jw
I

Once a set of data values has been entered using the .. key (or if the values of

n, LX, Lx 2 have been directly stored into registers 1, 2 and 3, respectively), you may

calculate the standard deviation, SO. The defining equation for the standard devia-

Comments

5. aaaa \ n

17 . aaaa \ ~,

53. aaaa \ ~,'

See This

(
(
(

To delete values 1,4,4, from the data group

x~ };x
n

The procedure for obtaining the mean is as follows:

1. Enter all data values using ii.
2. Press~JW.

f
The calculated mean value will be in the Entry register and display.

Alternatively to entering data values you may simply store the values of nand

~X in registers 1 and 2, respectively, and then press [.J[]] to obtain the
. f

mean, If n = 0, .attempting to calculate a mean value gives an error condition

(I E----- \ in display). Press (CLU"j to display the number previously in the

E.register.

Do This

To display results of the summation

Do This See This Comments

IIIOJ ( a,aaaa \ n

IIIrn ( 25,aaaa \ ~,

III[]] ( 95.aaaa \ ~,'
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Mean Value [-]00
f

Once a set of data values has been entered using the .. key as described in the

preceding section, the mean value, X, may be calculated. The mean or average value

is defined by the equation

Do This See This Comments

OJ~!! ( I .aaaa \ Delete value of 1

m~!!rn

• ( 2.aaaa \ Delete value of 4 twice

To display the new sums after deletion of this data
j'i

"

'I,
I~
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,
,
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Metric
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English

@J Degrees Fahrenheit Degrees centigrade

CD Inches, inches/second, Centimeters, centimeters/second,

incheslsecond 2 centlrneters/second 2

(]J Feet, feet/second, feet/second 2 Meters, meters/second,

meters/second 2

@] Miles, miles/hour Kilometers, kilometers/hour

@] Cubic inches Cubic centimeters

[[) U.S" gallons liters

(]J Imperial gallons Uters

m Pounds Kilograms

[[) Ounces Grams

[]] Pounds/cubic feet Gramslcubic centimeter

0 Pounds/square inch Kilograms/square centimeter

a;] Degrees, degrees/second Radians, radians/second
SIB"

a;J Grads, grads/second Radians, radians/second
SIB"

"Iumera! or
Symbol Key

The following table shows the basic EnglishlMetric conversions. Other conver

;.iQns using multiple key sequences are also available. Note that the last two con

"i'efsions on the list (degrees tolfrom -radians and grads to/from radians) are not

.Ktually in the category of English/Metric conversions. Since the key sequences for

'hese two are identical, the re,ult depends on whether the GRAD/DEG sWit~h is

"" '0 GRAD or DEG"

Procedure

~@]
&-...-

(Enter x) _

t ......,.,
(Enter xl _

(Enter qlII
(Enter xl [.J •

f OELEn:

(Enter xl~J •
f OELm

(Enter qlll

11m
am
am
~m
~[f)

Clear registers 1, 2 and 3

Enter single data value

Summary of Rules for Statistics Calcu lations
Function

Enter group of q identical values

Delete single data value

Delete group of q identical values

Recall n count

Recall ~x

Recall Ix 2

Mean

Standard Deviation

Metric/English Conversions"

The 326 Scientist meets the continued need (or h d .
. . an y conversIons from English

to metric Unlts and metric to English units. To Convert E (" h" ". ng IS Units to metnc units
1. Enter the value in English units. '

2 P iilI' ". ress .

3. Press the appropriate numeral or symbol key for the d s" d ". . e Ife conversion. These
are listed In the following table.

The value in metric unit w'lI bid"
5 I e p ace In the Entry register and the display.

To convert metric units to English units,
1. Enter the value in metric units.

2" Press [.J-"f Mrmr_
3. Press the appropriate numeral or symbol key for the de" d ". sire converSIon
The value In .English units will be placed in the Entry regjster and display.

" ", f:'
\. ,,'i1
~: ~',:i

.<.,,



/ . 0000 \
/.4/42 \

3./4/5 \

/.4/42 \

0.4/42 \

No change, because
number in E-register
is already positive.

Change - 5 to 5

Comments

See This

See This

[

I
I

I

5. 0000 \

5.0000 )
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-5.0000)

[
[

(

Do This

(]J
~[]J
The Number 1T C.,.J0

The key sequence [_JCTI places the constant 1T in the Entry register. The value
f

of 1T is accurate to 13 digits.

Integer [.J[]J
The key se~uence t-][[) causes the integer portion of a calculated or entered

number to be retained 1n the Entry register and the display.

Example:

To display the integer portion of V2
Do This

Fraction C.][[J
The key se~uence C-J[]] causes the fractional portion of a calculated or

entered number to be re~ained in the Entry register and the display.

Example:

To display the fractional portion of v2
Do This See This

,.-----;----;-~-;-::;--

Example:

To find the absolute value of -5

Do This See This

IEnter No. of cm~

[.,.J.!!I_0][.,.J.!!I-0]

{Enter No. of m2)

[.,.J.!!IJ]][.,.J.!!IJ]]
(Enter No. of ft))

.e(]J.e(]J

.e(]J

See This

To Key Sequence

(Enter No. of in,1)
_.METRIC 1f1-.NETAICIf1

Square Centimeters L....!..-J L.!..J

From

Square Inches

Square Centimeters Square Inches

Square Feet Square Meters

Do This

Square Meters Square Feet

Cubic Feet Cubic Meters
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Cubic Meters Cubic Feet

These are merely samples. Other multiple key sequences can be developed for

your convenience from the basic English/Metric conversions.

The Number e C~JO]

The key sequence [_JCIJ places e, the base of natural logarithms, in the Entry
f

register. The value of e is accurate to 13 digits.

Other Conversions

Additional conversions can be made using the basic conversions repetitively. For

example, the following conversions for units of surface and volume measure can

be performed.

[.,.JO] I 2.7/B2 \

Absolute Value C.,.J(]J
The key sequence [-](]J takes the absolute value of the number in the Entry

f
register. The resulting positive number is left in the E-register.



0.0000 )
a .0000 \

c .0000 \

c .oood \

Key
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{
[

~I

Metric-to-English conversions

Pause (see Programming section)

Places the constant 'Tr in entry

b
. the Entry register to the current decimal

Rounds the num er In

point setting

Identifier (see Programming section)

Used to delete data from a statistical data group

d h E try register with zeros
Fills all 12 data storage registers an ten

C t DIMS angle in the Enlry register to degrees with decimal

fr~:~~~sor degrees wilh decimal fraction to DIMIS format.

Summary of Functions Using
-",'cr Sequence FuncLion

Clear data storage registers 1, 2 and 3

Places the number e in the Entry register

Takes absolute value of number in the Entry register

Calculates mean value using registers 1 and 2

Calculates standard deviation using registers 1, 2 and 3

. f h mber in the Entry register
Retains the fractional portion 0 t e nu

. b r in the Entry register
Retains the integer portIon of the num e

C") This

n All Registers [-J(c....) .. rM1
- ear / . II 12 data storage regIsters (L..Q.J-

~c::1 places zeros In a
The key sequence ~.Je5 . I

f h E t egister and dlsp ay.- ~ d fCIiGl) It also clears ten ry r,.,§!j, L.J an ~.
See This

\I .

See This

(

~LIJ [ 3.1'1/5 \ Place 1T ;n E-regisler

~[]] ( 3./'1/6 \ Round to 4 places

[~~:'l(]J ! 3.1'-I16QQQQQ \ Display subsequent
decimal places

Identifier [.,.J[[]
The key sequence [.J[[J blanks out the zeroS after the last significant digit of

f
the number in the Entry register and leaves the resulting number at the extreme left

of the display. Such a number is referred to as an identifier. This function is used in

programming and will be discussed fully in the section on Programming.

Example:

To display the identifier 1

Do This
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When rounding to the decimal point setting, the 326 Scientist tests the number

that is one place to the right of the last digit displayed. If that digit is less than 5, all

the undisplayed digits are replaced with zeros. If that digit is greater than or equal to

5, one is added to the last digit displayed and all the undisplayed digits are replaced

with zeros.

Pressing [.,.Joo has no effect on numbers in scientific notation (when I~~:'IB
has been specified), nor does it affect angles entered in D/M/S notation.

Round [-X:[J
f .

The key sequence C.,.J[[) rounds the number in the Entry register to the current

decimal point setting.

Example:

To round 1T 0.141592---) to the current decimal setting of four places.

Do This See This Comments

Pause [.,.J8 .
The key sequence C_J8 is used to momentarily display a number during the

f
execution of a program. The Pause function will be fully explained in the Program-

ming section.

,"
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Comments
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Figure 14

x

z

I d' tes of a point in three-, It '0 convert the rectangu ar coor InaSuppose we WIS .

" IX - 2 Y =: 3 Z = 4) to the equivalent spherical polar coord In-
dimensIonal space -, ' .

(
n -') where r is the radius from the origin of the coordinate system, 8 IS

ales r, u, '+' •

the angle that r makes with the Z-axis and cP is the angle that r makes with the X-axIs

(see Figure 14).

The answer to four decimal places is

X == 4.6664 kilometers

Converting Three-Dimensional Rectangular
Coordinates to Spherical Coordinates

To convert X from feet to kilometers

00 This See This

-iii' []] {r---''-I'',Ei;=rEi''Ei~,-=;3'i'5"BJ23'\ Displays X in melees

BawD s{==~~'-I;=,~Ei=;:Ei~Ei~3=-;\ Divide by 1000

L-J[~ ( '-I , Ei Ei Ei '-I OJ ~Ta:~ 10 4 dedmal

f

Comments

/5,309 ,57'-13 \ D;v;debyg

1,200, 0000 \ En'e,v

I, '-I '-I 0,0aa ,aaaa JCalculale v'

----------~-~~--
~~~- ~~....---.'.'...~~~

'.
.........•,.,

" •

I-----x----~·I

where

v ==: muzzle velocity = 1200 ft/see

8 = angle of inclination =: 10°

g =: acceleration of gravity =: 32.17 ft/sec 2

Do This See This

Distance Traveled by Projectile

Figure 13

Suppose we wish to calculate the horizontal distance, X, traveled by ~ projectile

fired from a cannon with a muzzle velocity of 1200 ft/sec with the cannon barrel

inclined at an angle of 100 (see Figure 13)

The distance, X, is given by the formula

X = v 2 sin 2(J
g

The answer X == 15,309.5743 feet

At this point you have been introduced to all the keys and functions that are

required for the efficient use of the 326 Scientist from the keyboard. Therefore you

are ready to solve a number of problems representing a variety of scientific applica

tions. The following examples make use of most of the functions described in this

section and the techniques described in the Basic Operations section.

Sample Appl ications of Functions
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OJ(]J(]J(]JI
C-,.J Ii!" I
aorna
OJ(]JD" L{ -----'0"-..:.,=-3--,'-Ic.::2:..:0:-~ Mult;ply by s;n 2'

BOOrne:]
OJCIJ. [
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See This

( 9.IOB5j

( 9.1 OB500000-3 i\
{I I.ooooj

(I 0.9BOI \

( 5 . L( 5 5 9 15:1 L(:1 - 30\

To calculate the mass, M

Do This

A prediction of Einstein's special theory of relativity is that the mass of a moving

body is greater than its mass when at rest. The equa~on that describes this is

_
"d

Mo
"",M~

~1 ~:
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where

M = the mass of the moving body

M = the mass of the body when it is at rest (rest mass)o

v = the speed of the body relative to an observer

c = the speed of light (2.9979 x 106 meters/second)

Find the mass of an electron traveling at 99% of the speed of light.

M = 9.1086 X 10-31 kilogramo

V ~ 0.99 C

Substituting the numeric values

M 9.1086 x 10-31 _ 9.1086 X 10-31

~ ~1 _ (0.9i,C)'- VI (0.99)'

Mass of a Moving Electron

The mass of an electron traveling at'99% of the speed of light is therefore 6.4569 x

TO-30 kilogram.

Comments

Comments

See This

See This

See This

/ a_aa0a \ Clear all data storage
l--- :=...-'--':..':~'='____.J registers and E-register

Ir======O'~·~0~OgO~0~\ Add X' to ,egiste, 3

~!=======3~.=0~0~0~0~\ Add y2 to register 3

~{=====~L(~.,:!O~~OO~O~\ Add Z' to ,egiste, 3

{O''3 . 0 0 0 0 \ Recall ,egiste, 3

{ 5.385' \ Valueoh

r=5.3851

o~ 42.0311'

'" ~ 56.3099'

The conversions are given by the equations

r = VX 2 + Vi + Z2

fJ = Tan-1 VX i + V2

Z

¢ = Tan- 1 V
X

To calculate r

Do This

C,.J(CLUA)

The results are

To calculate 8

Do This

To calculate fjJ

Do This

(]JaWIi /r-----c-,--;.5=0-::-:00""'\

C,.J "" { 55 30'3'3 \ Valueof¢
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The result is 2,467.9891 miles.

Figure 15

Do This

The great circle distance bet~een Los Angeles and New York is 3,971.8435 kilom

eters. To convert this distance to miles, make the conversion

New York

I 0.5554 \

/J 0.7552 \

(/ 0.B2BB\

( 0.55'34\

( 3,'37/.B435 \

! 0.444'3 \

{ 0.B//5\

12 // B 40 DO. OilOO\
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,\b = longitude of Point b

K = 111.12 ki lameters per degree

Lb ~ 40" 57'

Ab ~ 73" 58'

See This

Los Angeles

.\a = longitude of Point a

Lb = Latitude of Point b

To find the distance between los Angeles and New York (see Figure 15).

where

La = 34° 01'

Aa ~ 118" 40'

Do This

Great Circle Distance

where

La = Latitude of Point a

A segment of a great circle is the shortest distance between two points on the sur

face of the earth. The great circle distance (in kilometers), 0, between points a and

b is given by
o = K C05-1 (sin La sin Lb + cos La cos Lb cos (Aa - A.b»



Section 4 Programming

See This

/S. 0000 )

SI.(. 0000 )

I

I
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Ix = n i

:Ex'~ (SO)'(n -1) + (:Ex)'
n

Statistical Application

Suppose we wish to find Ix and Ix2 for a set of data values if the mean value, x,

standard deviation, SO, and number of data items, n, are known.

The equations that we use are as follows (refer to the discussions of Mean and

Standard Deviation).

For example:

n = 5

x = 3

SD~ U

To calculate Ix

Do This

To calculate Ix 2

, '... ,

':'0'

~lI':" Thus, the value of Ix = 15; the value of Xx 2 = 54.

~, '

/'
l):;',,.., '

Xi':'
,',::,.:". "
;;::;
1"",,;;'.

I
!,



What is a Program?

A program is a sequence of actions designed to bring about a desired result.

While we customarily speak of programs or programming in association with com.

puters, the concepts are valid in everyday life. For example, a person going to work

in the morning might follow a "program" that consisted of. the following steps:

1. Open the door of the house.

2. look outside.

3. If the sky is doudy, take the umbrella.

4. Step outside.

5. Close the door.

6. Walk to the garage.

7. Open the garage door.

8. Enter the car.

9. Start the engine.

10. Back the car out of the garage, down the driveway and into the street.

11. Drive 25 blocks west.

12. Arrive at work.

Normally a person thinks of such a procedure as a unit: going ro work. However,

he could consider it a sequence of steps. And if he finds it necessary to communicate

this procedure to someone else, he might break the procedure into steps as we have.

It might even be necessary to describe the procedure in greater detail to someone

unfamiliar with automobiles. For example, "start the engine" actually consists of

several discrete actions: inserting the ignition key, turning the key, etc.

From thi~ viewpoint, whether you are a programmer or not, you have been pro

gramming all your life. Whenever you establish a new routine for yourself or change

an existing routine, you are programming an activity. Once you have learned a new

procedure you no longer need to devote attention to the steps that make up the

procedure, and your mind is free for more creative work.

Similarly, when you create a program or sequence of actions for the 326 Scientist

.to carry out, the computer executes the program automatically, freeing you for the

more creative aspects of problem solving.

82

Figure 16
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b 001 and there are no instructions in
This means you are at program step num er

During loading the display is divided into four segments. Each segment displays

three digits. Immediately to the left of center is a three digit number preceded by a

decimal point. This is the present step number. When an instruction is loaded, it

will be loaded at this step. The segment to ,the left of the present step number is the

three-digit code (or the instruction at the previous step number.

If a program has already been loaded, the segment just to the right of the step

number shows the three~djgit code at the present step number. The segment on the

far right shows the three-digit code for the instruction at the next step number.

If the 326 has just turned on, the display looks like this when you switch to Load.

r---=-=--,-----0
{ .00 I

The RUN/STEP/LOAD Switch

During operation from the keyboard, the RUN/STEP/LOAD switch is in the RUN

po...')SjtiO~. The RUN position is also used when the 326 Scientist is automatically

(,~rrying out a program stored in its memory.

The LOAD position is used to load a program into the computer's memory. A

program is loaded by pressing the desired sequence of keys. Each key on the 326

b.J5 a corresponding three-digit instruction code. As the keys are pressed, the three

d;git instruction codes are stored into successive memory steps. In some cases a

~ingle instruction code is used to represent a sequence of several keys. After the

""ogram has been loaded, the RUN/STEP/LOAD switch is placed on RUN and the

program can be started and executed with little or no intervention required on your

part.

The Step position of the RUN/STEP/LOAD switch allows you to execute a pro

~ram one step at a time at your command rather than have the computer execute

:11 the steps automatically. This is useful when you wish to closely analyze the opera

tion of a program.
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Display During Program Loading

memory.

If the 326 Scientist is to compute answers for you, you must tell it what to do. You

can do this by giving it instructions from the keyboard. When you press the ker

sequence[[)lIwll you are "telling" the 326 Scientist to add the numbers

2 and 3 and display the sum. These instructions can be executed immediately as

you enter them or, if you are creating a program, the instructions are stored in the

computer's memory. When instructions have been stored in the memory, the 326

carries out the program automatically at your request. In other words, you can com

mand the 326 to carry out a sequence of instructions rather than a single instruction.
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The keys and switches specifically used in programming are indicated in Figurel6.

These controls are discussed at appropriate points in this Programming section.

The RUN/STEP/LOAD switch governs the mode of operation of the 326 Scientist,

as described in the following paragraphs.

The internal memory of the 326 Scientist contains 160 memory steps. Each step

is capable of holding an instruction, usually representing a single key. Each key and,

in some cases, multiple key sequences have corresponding instruction codes of

three digits. Each three-digit instruction code is stored in a memory step, For example,

the three-digit code for the number 2 is 002; the code for the arithmetic operator +

is 024. The instruction codes for all of the 326 Scientist's keys are given in Appendix D.

When programming, you first load the program into memory, that is, place the

instructions that make up the program in the computer's memory. After you have

loaded the program in memory, you cause it to be executed. Depending on how

you design it, the program may run entirely without your intervention or it may

require the entry of numeric data from the keyboard. You may also program the

computer to make decisions, such as choosing one of two calculation procedures

depending on the value of a calculated number. Lastly, the calculated results of the

program are displayed, stored in data storage registers or recorded on magnetic

tape ... entirely at your discretion.

Programming and the 326 Scientist

Program Controls

The use of the 392 Tape Cassette Drive greatly increases the scope of the com

puter, since both programs and data may be written on magnetic tape cassettes for

later entry and use. These expanded capabilities will be discussed in the section on

the 392 Tape Cassette Drive.

, l'
'j:"
,.'

y,~"

r •. ,,
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After a program has been loaded, you execute it as follows:

1. Switch the RUN/STEP/LOAD switch to i;:ro.
2. Press II·
The program executes automatically until it encounters a III instruction. The

program then stops either to display a calculated result or wait for the entry of a

value from the keyboard.

The general procedure for loading a program is:

1. With the RUN/STEP/LOAD switch in iffi:, press iii III . This provides

access to the first program memory location (step 001 l.

2. Put the RUN/STEP/LOAD switch in ~m:. The display changes to the four-part

load format previously described.

3. load the program, pressing the appropriate keys in the desired sequence.

When you press a key, its corresponding three-digit instruction code is loaded at

the step number shown in the display. The step number is increased by one and you

are immediately ready to load the next instruction. The code just loaded will be at

left side of the display. Step 160 is the last available location in memory. After load

ing step 160, the next step number is 001 again.

Some multiple key sequences load into one step rather than several steps. These

key sequences will be discussed later in this section.

A complete list of instruction codes is given in Appendix D. The pullout card under

the computer also has a complete list.

Executing a Program
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Loading a Program

section.

'"~The Jump Key.
iIIIi isThis key is used to go directly from one point in a program to another point.

1J~ed in conjunction with a fabel, which is a key used to indicate the point in the

orogram to which the jump is to be made.

Labels and their use with iii will be discussed In greater detail later in this

Instruction at the
next step (099)

~
003

t
Instruction code
at the present
program step (098)

.098 023

Present program
step number (98)

002

Instruction code
at the previous
step 10971

t

Program Step Number Instruction Code Key

097 002 [[J
098 023 a
099 003 []J

Display Format

The display below shows the display divided into four segments as just explained.

The step number and codes have been arbitrarily chosen but are typical of what

would appear in a program.

Thus, this portion of the program represents the calculation of 2 x 3.
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The following table shows the keys to which the instruction codes in steps 097

099 correspond.

The START/STOP Key 1m
This key, used exclusively with programming, has two functions:

1. To start execution of a program that is in memory when the computer is in

Run mode.

2. To stop execution of a program, either for entry of data from the keyboa'rd or

to display a result.

Additionally, when the II key is used immediately fOllowing a iii key as in

the sequence __, the program jumps to step 001 of program memory.

",
>'

"f
,~.

),

I
I
'"~,
'1

I
I
;:,,



Remarks

The display blinks during
program execution.
The program stops after
the calculation to dis
play the answer.

The program executes
the Jump and Start in
structions and then cal
culates 6 x 7 again.

-)

'-12,0000 \

'-12,0000 j
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See This

{

(

I

{

To Load the Program

Do This Remarks

~-----=-=--,-------~ Proceed to step 001 in
::::J~o _JUIoII' mm_::lO { . aaI \ program memory. Begin.,... ElBOe•.• _

t t t loading instructions
there.

You execute the program, as follows:

00 This See This
---------,

These positions may have in-
struction codes from a previous
program. If no program has been
loaded since turning onthe 326,
these positions will be blank.

j Enter 6 (Code 006) at
{005[I] ,002 step 001. Step 002 is

ready to be loaded.

Enter multiplication
{023 ja ,003 operator X(Code 023) at

step 002.

Enter 7 (Code 007) at
fOOl jGJ .00'-1 step 003.

j Enter = (Code 020) atII {020 ,005 step 004.

[on j The Stop instructionII ,005 (Code 033) causes the
program to stop to dis-
play the answer.
These two instructions

{350 \- ,001 cause the program to re~-
II {on ,OOB \ turn to step 001.

{ 0,0000 j Prepare to execute (run)II'" the program. The display...,...
shows the number that
was in the display before
switching 10 load.

Lines with arrows. These represent the direction of flow
in the flowchart. If the arrow is omitted, a horizontal
lioe is assumed to flow to the right and a vertical line is
assumed to flow downwards.

Terminal. This symbol represents the starting or stopping
point in a program.

Remarks

Start the program

Calculate 6 x 7 =

Stop the program to display the answer

After the answer is displayed, start the program again.
(The program starts in step 001.)

•

Figure 17

Flowcharting
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A useful preliminary slep in writing a program is to make a flowchart of the pro

cedure for solving the problem. A flowchart is a diagram representing the sequence

of steps and actions that make up the program. The following symbols and Conven

tions will be used,in flowcharts of programs appearing in this book.

Symbol Meaning

Function. The words Or symbols within the recta!1gfe

represent the action to be accomplished in this portion
of the program.

('---~)

There are many other symbols that can be used in flowcharting, but these will

Serve our immediate purpose.

Introductory Program

As an introduction to programming the 326 Scientist, we will write a program

that multiplies 6 X 7, displays the answer, and returns to the start of the program to

execute it again. The flowchart (see Figure 17) shows the different parts of the pro

gram.

Program Flow

Slart J

6X7=

Stop

lump to
Start

(Step 001)

,,

;~J
-rf·,t,-··", ,

;I,,~ft;
:'iY ';l'U
:',~"" :"._.,:.! ", I
·1/<; 'q

!\'.(c\. 'le" .,
{~U~E.,"
\~#~4:>': '
,r~YRi:i",,
'-i\;i;~~:" ..

"'."'''1 '.
'*~i;(i);',:: ,

~~:;::;:,~:~} .,1

ID">:"'"

::> ,',;-"w{, ; ,
~(
J,<."';,
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Sample Program: Volume of a Hollow Sphere

Suppose we want to write a program that calculates the material volume of a

hollow sphere (see Figure18), The Volume V of the solid part is given by the equation

V = 4 1r(r J_ rJ)
3 ' ,

where

r0 = The outside radius of the sphere

r 1 = The inside radius of the sphere

Figure 18

The general procedure to solve this problem is: enter values for roand r}1 calculate

V, display V, then return to the beginning of the program to execute it with new

values of roand r1, The first time the program is run, ro is assumed to be in the Entry

register. The flowchart for this program is shown in Figure 19 .
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/ ....
Start

\.

Store rn

Enter r l

Store r l

Calculate

V =; 1r (rn:1 - r l :1)

Display
V

Enter new

'"

Jump
Start

Figure 19
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Comments

\ Enter 4.01

Start execution of pro-

gram

\ Enter 3.8

Start execution of pro-

gram again

V (Calculated)

42.2766

29.0424

255.5162

r,

Labels

3.80

3.85

4.00

[
r------------' The display shows blink-
l - \ ing dashes as program

calculates V

4.02

4.00

5.00

When a program or program segment has been labeled, you may jump to it from

some other point in program memory using the Jump instruction.

{

A label is a symbol used to name a program or program segment. The label occupies

the step in program memory immediately before the beginning of the program or

program segment to which it refers. The symbols available for use as labels are the

numeral keys, @}W, the decimal point key, 8, and the change sign key,

(CiiGl
~.
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You may now enter a new value of roand press Iii to cause the program to be

executed again. Try the program using the following values of ro and r1 (the resulting

values of V are presented at the right).

To run the program with the values ro = 4.01, r1 = 3.8

Do This See This

GJO[[JO] L( '1C--'-.-,,-0,-1.:::-0_

iii
morn L[__------"3~.~B-=ac.:=.a-

II

Comments
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To load the program

Do This See This

Old instruction codes appear
in these positions jf a program
is already in memory. They are

replaced as the new program is
loaded.

• @] (OOO .003 ) r0 is assumed to be in the
Entry register when the
program starts. It is
stored ·m register 0

~ (033 .00'1 ) The program stops to
allow entry of r1

.OJ [00 I .005 \ Store r1 in register 1

maooa
~[I] {107 . 0 I I \ Calculate 4/3 rr

aDIII@]
moo. (022 .01B \ 4V ==-rr(r J_ r J)

Dill
3 0 1

OJmoo..... (o;:j0 .025 \
~ [033 .027 \ The program stops to dis-

play V and permit entry

JUIoIP ~ {033

of a new ro

••,. .029 \ Return to Start (Step 001)

Ii::· ( 0.0000 \ Set switch to RUN in
,",a preparation for running

program

,
;', "

"

i':
I

J
,',
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To jump to a labeled program or program segment, do the following:

1. Set the RUN/STEP/LOAD switch to iii",,·
2. Press ...

3. Press the key for the desired label ([Q]- [[]. 0 or [;I~~ ]).

in memory.

• If a label appears more than once in memory, only the label at the lowest step

number is recognized.

These important points should be noted with respect to labels:

• The use of labels allows you to jump to a program or program segment regard

less of its exact numeric step number. A program may be relocated in memory

through the use of INSERT and REMOVE instructions (these instructions are

discussed in the section on Modifying a Program). However, you may jump

directly to the program by using a JUMP and the appropriate label.

• If you wish to jump to a label, you must define it first. If you attempt to jump to

a label that has not been defined, the 326 will automatically jump to step 001

f:w:ample:

To jump to the program labeled 2, which was previously loaded at step 15

See This CommentsOJ This

Jump to step 001

Comments

0.0000 )

94

See This

I

14 times)

~-[Q] 200 ~-[]] 206
1i(]J [ 0.0000 \ Jump to label 2~ u." ~U""

• !!!' OJ • !!!' ITJ201 207

L .0/5 202 005\ Switch to Load mode to
.~~. verify that the computer,0'•

is indeed at step 015.• -2 202 .-8 210

Switch to Run mode and! '-12.0000 \--[]] • !!!' []J i~1lI execute the program that
203 211 ..'' "" ..

calculates 6 x 7..-4 204 . - . 212
Ii (]Jill I '-12.0000 \ Jump to step 015 and

execute the program
again..,. !!!' [[) 205 .-~ 213SIGNI L,I,BEl

To label a program or program segment, do the following:

1. Set the RUN/STEP/LOAD switch to ~m,.

'wo eil:K2. Access the desired memory step using _ or _.

3. Press [_J _.
/ "en

4. Press one of the following keys: (W-(]J, Oor (;I~~ )l.
Each label has its own three-digit code. The label codes are as follows:

Key Sequence Instruction Code Key Sequence fnstruction Code

Example:

To load a program that calculates 6 x 7 starting at memory step 15 and assign it

a label 2.

00 This

iii",.,..
lOa.

(Press

C;;-;,
.CO'"

~f-ue~L
(]J

i'
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Figure 21

Program C

Program B

Label 4

tanh (X)

Stop

lump to
Label 4

Label 3

cosh (x)

Stop

lump to
Label 3

,

eX - e-X
tanh (x) = eX + e-X

Program B

Program C

Label 2

sinh (x)

Stop

Jump to
Label 2

Figure 20

Program A

Sample Program Using Labels

This example demonstrates the use of labels when loading more than one pro

gram. Three different programs are written to calculate the hyperbolic functions:

ell _ e-ll
Program A sinh (x) = 2

These programs may be loaded anywhere in program memory. For demonstration

we will load them at starting address 027.

PROGRAM FLOW



1.9477 \

O.7B94 \

JUMP rr:\l GlmJ
• ~mriJ
JUMP ~mm

·~mriJ

-w=

See This

See This

See This

[,----'1.--::;2'-70nr5=-\

[

{

99

JUMP•

4. To compute Tanh(x), press

Do This

3. To compute Cosh(x), press

1. Enter x

2. To compute Sinh{x), press

To calculate Tanh (1.07)

Do This

Examples:

To calculate Cosh (0.721

To calculate Sinh (1.42)

Do This

CDOwm-m
II

To run the hyberbolic function programs using these labels, the procedure is as

follows:

CDOCQJ[l]-W
II

memory

Comments

Define label 3

.0'-15

These locations may be blank
or have instruction codes from
a previous program,

/('O~C~0~=.=0~3~'-I~======\\ Compute Sinhf"
C \ ~iSplay 5inh(x} and enter/033 . 035 _ a new x value if another

Sinh(x} is 10 be calculated

\
Return 10 fabel 2 (or a

/00 C. 037 new 5inh(x) calculation

~03 ,038 \

/ \
~o forward in

S_~~=·=0~c~7=====~_ 10 slep 027

l':(C:..!Oe.;C,=-...'-,-,=0~c:...'80- \ Define label 2

(033 DisplilY (osh(x), and
enler a new x value if
anolher 5inh(x) is to be
calculated.

\
Relurn to label 2 for a

~10==0=3==.=0;:;'-I;;7======~ new Sinh(x) calculation.

(cO'-l . 0'-18 1Define label 4

.0'-1'-1

.05'-1

98

loco .05/ \
~~;:=~~~=======;"' Display Tanh(x), and
/033 .052 J enler a new x value if

anolher Tanh(x) is 10 be
calculated.

\
Return to label 4 for a

l[=OO=;'-I=~.~0;5;:;'-I~=====; new Tanhf" calculation,
, \ The programs are loaded( 0.0000 _and ,eady to cun. The
L_==-"-'='-='..'=-':C_______ display shows Ihe same

value thai it held priorto
program loading.

To load the hyperbolic function programs

Do This See This
,-------,;::;-;::;-;-------,

-[]]
[.,.] !!!P GJ
[ii!iJ .. IIGJ
lilii.
UIIGJa
-DEI
g

iliGJ
0;0::..,..,

-'".(Press _ 26 limes)

~!!!!m----Lf'J eX.mEl
g

-(]]
~!!!![]]--a-LjJ eX.mEl
g



See This

( " 001 \
( 002 \
{ 003 \
( OOLf \
( 005 \
{ 005 \
( " 007 \
See This

( 005 \
( 005 \
( OOLf \
{ 003 \
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• " ~'"sr••
I • CD'O

JUMP-

ffi. s>!.
Using • and _ to access specific memory locations.

To access Step 007

Do This

-BACK-

i '"ST~'
CD'O

FWD--,w,--,w,--,w,--,w,--m-

BACK--BACK--BACK-

To go back to Step 003

Do This

Accessing a Step in Memory
To access a particular step in program memory, do the following:

1. Jump to the label nearest the location to be accessed. The sequence is Ii
followed by the appropriate label.

2, Set the RUN/STEP/LOAD switch to ~m," The address of the label, the I"bel

code (200 to 213) and the codes immediately before and after the address of

the label are displayed.

3. If the memory step to be accessed has ahigher step number than the current

one, press iii to get to the next higher step in memory. To go forward several,,.,
steps, press _ repeatedly.

4. When the memory step to be accessed has a lower step number than the

current step, press Ii to go to the next lower step in memory. Press iii
repeatedly to go back more than one step.

Example:

The Remove Key L~ -f AEI.IllVE

[~J!!! allows you to remove an instruction from a program. The instruction

is removed and the step numbers of all program steps after the removed instruction

are decreased by one.
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-
The Backspace Key ..

When the 326 Scientist is in Load mode, pressing this key allows you to move

back one memory location to the next lower step number. You can move back

wards through program memory one step at a time using this key. iii does not

alter the instructions in the computer's memory and it does not cause program

execution. When you are at step 001, pressing iii brings you to step 160.

-
The Forward Key ..

When the 326 Scientist is in Load mode, pressing this key allows you to. advance

one memory location to the next higher step number. You can move through pro~

gram memory one step at a time using this key. iii does not alter the instructions

in the computer's memory and it does not cause program execution. When you are
•w~

at step 160, pressing _ brings you to step 001.

After a program is written you may want to modify it by adding, changing or

removing instructions. The 326 Scientist is designed to let you do this quickly and

easily.

The programming controls iii ,iii and iii allow access to any point in the

program. Iii and [_J!!! allow the insertion and removal of instructions at
f ..

the location accessed.

Changing an instruction does not require the use of iii or[_J _. You simply
I .....""

load the new instruction at the desired memory step. The instruction that you load

replaces a previously loaded instruction.

Modifying a Program

ltlSERT

The Insert Key _

Iii allows you to add an instruction within a program. The step numbers of

instructions after the insertion are increased by one and no instructions are lost.

"Ii

,

"

.' i

i

:!
,

.-,',
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Sample Program Modifications

Jump to step 001

Display A

Multiply by 1r

Calculate r2

Enter r

Comments

To load the program, do the following:

1. With the computer in Run mode, pr~ss .. III·
2. Set the RUN/STEP/LOAD switch to ~'":'

3. Enter the key sequence as listed.

',~:fP Number Cod~ Key

=,''''If)1 033 ••
. .
002 162 ~.I x'

CX)3 02S a
1)04 107 ~[]]

005 020 II
006 033 =JUMP

007 3S0 •
008 033 =

We will load a program in memory that calculates the area of a circle, A = 1Tr,
.",,'~re r is the radius. We will then modify the program three times to show how

"l~t~uctions are inserted, removed, and changed. The program has the following

~Duence of instructions prior to modification.

The procedure for inserting an instruction in a program is as follows:

1. Access the step number where the instruction is to be inserted (using iii to
";;" e>b<

the nearest label, • or _ as required).

2. Press iii . All instructions starting from the current memory step are moved

one step higher, leaving a blank at the current memory step. If program memon'

is full, the last instruction rn the program (before iii was used) is lost. To

insert more than one instruction, press iii once for each instruction to be

inserted.

3. Press the key of the instruction to be inserted. Its code is put into the blank step

b h :.u:!: ..SWt
created y t e _ . If you have created several blank steps by using _

several times, press the appropriate number of keys to fill the blanks with the

new instructions. If you don't key in an instruction code after creating a blank

with iii , the program operates as if the blank step were not there.

Inserting an Instruction
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Removing An Instruction

The procedure for removing an instruction from a program is as follows:

1. Access the memory step of the instruction to be removed, as described above

(using iii to the nearest label, iii or • as required).

2. Press [..] •. The instruction at the current memory step is deleted, All/ ._..
following instructions in the program are moved one step lower in memory,

If the program memory was full, the last step becomes a blank.

3. To remove a string of instructions, access the location of the first instruction

of the string an'd press [_j _. Then continue to press [_] _, once for
/ "!YM / ....,..

each subsequent instruction to be removed.

Changing an Instruction

The procedure for changing an instruction is as follows:

1. Access the memory step or the instruction you wish to change, The ir;-truction

code to be changed appears immediately to the right of the step number,

2. Enter the new instruction by pressing the appropriate key. The new instructio'n

replaces the old instruction and appears to the left of the program memory

location number. The step number is increased by one.



,
CommentsSee Th;s

I ,DOl 00"1'1
( 00 I I /I 033 \ This,emov~s 'he Identi
'r====~~=c==:~;::;;=~~~ fler instructIons at steps
[ 00 I 033 I 52 \ DOT and 002

!;:0;::2==0::;::=~0~0~5~~0:::3~3;=3~5:=0~\ The second Stop inWue,
~. _ tion (code 033) ;s now
'--'~'---------"--"----'-----"--'-----''-'in the current step posi~

tion.

'020 ODe: 350 033\ RemovestheStoplnwuc
Ic_'=-::..::_,,;,-=-=--=D'--':'='-=-=---=:"::-=-JJ tion at step 006. Notice

thai code 350 is now in
step 006.

'350 001 033 \ Advance to step 007
lc::..::.=-----='='---'----==--=-=-___ wi' h0 u, c han gin g 'he

.. in step 006.

1003 OOB \
Step 007 now contains,,=-=-----='=='---- ---' 'he label 3. S'ep 008 is

- blank.

Suppose you wish to remove the identifier and the second Stop (where the value

oi A is displayed).

Do This

- .'~""".".• •. c~.o-.
[.!a5
l""J ..~.

••I III:~Yf

'""(Press _ 5 times)

Removing Instructions

=mm ='3'Suppose we wish to change the __ at the end of the program to _ ~

(This assumes that we have another program in memory labeled 3.) Since we are

already at step 006 from the last example, we proceed as follows:

Do This See This Comments

Changing Instructions

Subroutines and Branching
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Programs often require the use of the same sequence of instructions in several

places. Rather than loading the set of instructions each time you need it, you may

define a subroutine to which you branch at each point of the program where the

sequence is needed.

A subroutine is a labeled program or program segment which may be considered

a part of another program. The last step of a subroutine is a Return instruction and,

after execution of a subroutine is complete, you return to the step immediately

following the point from which you branched. This is shown in Figure22,where the

main program branches to the subroutine on two occasions.

Comments

=-=---'---'--='--=:.'=--- -'0':!..:3"--='3~\ The f j r st b Iank i5 re-
_ placed by the numeric

value J which will be
used by the next step as
the value for the Identi
fier.

Jump to step 001.

(,,_...:.'---=--, ~I TS'hart Pdrogram execution.
_. ~ I ~nlifier displays

indicating that the va lue
of r must be entered.

[ 2 , 0000 I En'e"alue ole,

c.1 ...:'...:2=---.:,--'5:!...5~5'..:3~1 Value 01 A is displayed,

6 ' ~."....I • <0.0
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Inserting Instructions

JUWP•
To insert the Identifier 1 just prior to the first Stop instruction:

Do This See This

•
IN5E~T•

~ Li 00 003 033 '52J The c?de ITTl} loe 'hef

(]J [/I ,
IdentifIer function is

,003 033 I 62\ load~d into the blank
location at step 002 .•". (....

0,0000 1Prepare to run the pro-c._.
gram.

To run the modified program with a radius, r= 2:

Do This See This

·iI
iI



y_ yl+lnA
- Vi + In B + 01 + In C

Suppose we wish to compute values of

107

In this equation an expression of the form v'1 + Ln Xappears three times. Rather

than program this expression three times, you may write a labeled subroutine that

evaluates the expression; then the main program branches to it as needed.

The ma'in program is used to enter values of A, Band C, to branch to the subroutine

and to display the calculated value of Y, The flowchart for the main program and

subroutine is shown in Figure23.lt is assumed that the values of A, Band C have

previously been stored in registers 1, 2 and 3, respectively,

Sample Program Using a subroutine

l\l:ules for the Use of Subroutines
i The first instruction of a subroutine must be a Label Instruction, C.,-J !!!!! .
L The last instruction executed in a subroutine must be a Return instruction,

~J _ If you fail to load a Return or Jump out of a subroutine back to the

f ~'"..
main program, the program will not operate correctly,

3, Any program instruction can be loaded after the Label and before the Return

(except another Return).

4. You can Branch to a subroutine from any place in program memory.

5. Subroutines may be nested. If you are in a subroutine, you can branch to

another subroutine, which can branch to another, etc. ... Six levels of branch

ing are permitted, Note that this does not limit the number of times you can

branch to a subroutine.
6. Executing a Return without a previoUS Branch may cause a meaningiess value

to appear in the display and prevent further operation. To recover, press Ii

followed by any label.

Return

Subroutine

.-••_.-
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•,,'1'
/ ,

/ '

" I,,' I
/

Figure 22

Branch 10
Label"

Branch to
Labeln

Instructions

Instructions

SUBROUTINE PROGRAM FLOW

Main Program

Instructions

Branch [.].
,f aR~NCH

The Branch instruction is similar to the J . .ump instruction' th . I
go from one point to anoth . 'n at ,t al ows you to
.' er In program memor H ..
In that Branch causes th y. Qwever, It dIffers from Jump

e step number from which h B

saved so that you may later return to the point in th t e ranch was made to be
was made and continue e e t. f e program from which the Branch

x eu rng rom th' .Th d f e rnstructlon following the Branch

e prace ure or 10 d" h. a Ing t e Branch instruction is as follows'

1. With the computer in Load mode, press C-J _ . .
2. Enter the label of the step to which th B f h ~"."'", e rane ,s to be m db·

the keys: @}rgJ, r;I or""" a e y presSing one of
~ L:..-J ~.

Return[.J.f A"'JUAN

The Return instruction returns program control to the m .
following the step from which h emory step ,mmediately
~~ t e last Branch occurred The k• . . ey sequence used is

f "'''1""
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I
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I

Main Program:

Staf"f

Recall A

Branch 10
Label [;]

~ (

Recall B

Branch 10
label 8

+

Recall C

Branch to
Label EJ

) ~

St0r. to
Disp ay Y

Jump Starl

Figure 23
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Subroutine:

label EJ
,

Calculate
\11 + In X

(x ~ A, 8 or C)

Return

To load the main program

Do This See This
Comments

i '~'II~ [
\ Start loading the program

"b' ' . .'. .00/.". ....co... .. cooo at step OOL

11m [00 I .003
\ Place A in the Entry regis-

/0 /2

ter.

~·O
,005

\ Branch to the subroutine

f BAAHQI

at label 0 to calculate

"\ff+ Ln A.

D. [026 .007 \

IICIJ [002 ,009
\ Place Bin the Entry regis-

ter.

~.o [a /2 .a"
\ Branch to the subroutine

I BUNCH

at label 8 to calculate

yt+LnB.

D [02/ .0/2 j

11m b03 .0/4
JPI ace C in the Entry regis-

ter.

~.o [a /2 .0/6
OJ Branch to the subroutine

I BAANC>l

at label 8 to calculate

Vl+LnC .

• [027 . 017 \ Calculate \11 + Ln B +

Yl + In C.

II [020 .O/B OJ Calculate Y

a i
033 .0/9 :oJ Display Y

JUWP II j Jump to step 001 to re-

..' .02/033 peat the calculation us~

lng different values of A,
Band C
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Test A test is made for the condition indicated
by the words in the diamond. One flowline
enters the diamond. Two or three flow lines
exit from the diamond-shaped box. The exit
flow lines are usually labelled "yes" or "no"
(if there are two exits).

MeaningSymbol

Decisions and Conditional Testing

Flow Chart Symbol for Test
At this point, we will add another symbol to our "vocabulary" of flowchart sym

bols. A diamond-shaped box is used to indicate a test for some condition.

In programming, one often wishes to jump to another program or program seg

ment or branch to a subroutine only if some condition is satisfied. The 326 Scientist

is capable of testing the number in the Entry register to see if it satisfies a particular

condition, and, if the condition is satisfied, performing the required jump or branch.

You can test the number in the Entry register for the following conditions:

Greater than zero (> 0)

Less than zero « 0)

Equal to zero (=o)

Greater than or equal to zero (;3: 0)

Less than or equal to zero (~o)

Not equal to zero (¥- 0)

The 326 Scientist can also test whether an entry has been made from the key~

board.

A conditional test always asks a question. If the answer is yes, the program jumps

or branches to the label that you specify. If the answer is no, the computer continues

10 execute the program steps that follow the test.

Comments

I a.a[J [J a \ Place computer in Run
'--------!::...:...!:~~.I:!.._J mode to execute the pro·

gram.

The subroutine may be loaded anywhere in program memory For .

I d
.. . convenrence

we oa rt Immediately following the .mam program.

Do This See This

The computed value of Y ~ 0.4584

_....".CO"

To run the program using the values A = 3 B - 4 d C, ~ an = 5

Do This See This .
Comments

/,-=======3~.~a~a~a~a~;\ Store the value of A inr . register 1.

,,::[======~4=.~a~a~a~a~\ Store the value of B inr - regIster 2.

/ 5 . aaaa \ Sto~e the value of C in
r========='~~~~~=J. regIster 3.

r[=====~5~.::!a~a~a~a~\ Jump to step 1.

'-{ ~a__'._4~5~B!:4~\ Execute the program.
_ The value of Y is dis-

played.



Example:

The key sequence iii .8'2' "
. . t-=J means Jump to label 2 if the number in the

E-reglster IS greater than or equal to zero."

Meaning

Branch, if an entry has been made
from the keyboard.

Branch, if the number in the E4register
is positive, to the label specified ;n
the following memory step.
Branch, if the number in the E-register
is negative.
Branch, if the number in the E-register
is positive or negative, but not zero.
Branch, if the number in the E-register
is equal to zero.
Branch, if the number in the E-register
is greater than or equal to zero.
Branch, if the number in the E-register
is less than or equal to zero.

Instruction
Code

3&5

3&&

3&3

3&4

3&1

3&2

3&7

Conditional Branch

Example:

The key sequence [.,.J!111mmeans "Branch to label 3 if the number ;n

the E-register is negative."
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The key sequences, instruction codes and meanings for the Conditional Branch

instructions are given in the following table. The label to which the branch iSIO be

made must be specified immediately following the Conditional Branch instruction.

Key Sequence

A Conditional Jump instruction is used in the following program that calculate~

the sum of the first 17 integers ( 1 + 2"" + 1& + 17), As shown in the flow

chart (Figure 24), the number in register 0 is tested to see if it equals 17. If it equal

17, a jump is made; if it doesn't equal 17, the program continues to the next memor

step in sequence.

Sample Program Using a Conditional Jump

~!!!II

~!!.
~!!a.
~!!EI
~!!!aEl
~!!.EI
~!!a.
..

Meaning

~ump, .if the number in the E-registerlh P?SltTV~, to the label specified in
t e oll,owlng memory step.
~ump, I~ the number in the E-register
IS negative.

!ump .if. the number in the E-register
IS posItIve or negative, but not zero.
~ump if the number in the E-register
IS zero.

~ump if the number in the E-register
IS greater than or equal to zero.

~umlp ifhthe number in the E-register
IS ess t an or equal to zero.

Juhmp if an entry has been made from
t e keyboard.

In the portion of a flowchart shown
~ ~l.!mber X is tested to determine '
If It IS g~eater than or equal to zero If the
answer IS "yes" J ,. ', a ump IS made to a program
segment labelled 1; If the answer is "no"
the program continues in sequence. '

351

352

353

354

355

35&

357

No

Instruction

Jump to
label 1

Example:

Key Sequence

Conditional Jump

The key sequences, instruction codes and meanings for the Co d',' II
. . n I lana ump
:structlOns are giv~~ in. the following table. The label to which the Jump is to be

ade must be specIfied Immediately after the Conditional Jump instruction.

Instruction
Code

-.
-.
-a.-.- ••_a.
iii •••

,
I

ii
I

'I
, "



/53.0000 \
See This

{
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The sum of the first 17 integers is 153.

To run the program:

Do This

The program ;s loaded as follows:

Do This See This
Comments

lill~- I .001 \....
I • LO ••

(CLElR)

.@].m (DOl .ooc \ Clear registers 0 and 1:

~!!!!m @03 .001 \ Label 3 is at step 006.

II@]."
m @o/ .0I I

\ Add the number in regis-
ter a to the number in
reglster 1.

amma[P2o .0/5 \
Subtract 17 from the
number in the E_register.

-am [POY .011 \
If the number in the Entry
register equals 0, jump
to label 4. Otherwise
continue.

m."@] foo .020 \ Increment Register O.

.022 \
Jump to label 3 at step

-m 003
006.

~!!!!m [2oy .023
Jlabel 4 is at step 023.

.mll [033 .02c ) ~top t? display the sum
tn register 1.

.11 [033 .02B )
Return to the start of the
program.

~~. [ 0.0000 \
Switch to Run mode to

'",

prepare for program
execution.
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/

"-
Start

Clear registers
o and 1

label 3

Add the contents
, of register 0 to the

'i'e
contents of register 1

:,i l!
,'."
': i.1,,','
i~l,i ;
'i'!:l
"HI
; "I·
f.d"-'I'
,':"• _'r

Is
~:-i

hi'
the number in

"W'
register 0

Ves

i:i

Jump to

II
f,"

== 17
Label 4

,:,1
"~I'

1
',,,
'I,
j
';',

No

,

Add 1 to the
conlents of register 0 Label 4

lump to
Slop to display

Label 3
the sum In
register 1

Jump to
Slart

Figure 24

,

,



Sample Program that Tests whether an Entry Has Been Made

In this program we wish to calculate

y = a 2•7

for a number of values of a. The flowchart for this program is shown in Figure 25.

The Identifier 1 is used to indicate that a new value of a is to be. entered. If an

entry has been made, the program jumps to label 2 and performs the calculation.

If no entry has been made (indicating all calculations have been done) the Identifier

8 is displayed and the program is terminated.

To load the program

Do This See This Comments

OJ (DO / .002 \ Enter l.

~[[) (II / .003 \ Identifier.

Ii (033 .004 \ Stop to enter x.

- ••• (357 .005 \ Jum~ if an entry has beenC[] (002 .005 \ rna e to label 2,

[]J (0/0 . DO 7 \ Enter 8. '

~[[) /11 / ·.OOB \ Identifier.

Ii (033 .009 \ End of program.-'w.
{ .020 \

(Press - 11 times)
Move to step 020.

~ !!PC[] {202 .02/ \ label 2 is arbitrarily
placed at step 020.

f

mil {025 .022 \ a" function.

C[]8CIJ {007 .025 \ Enter exponent.

• {020 . 025 \ Calculate y.

Ii {033 . 027 \ Display y.
~.. { 0.0000 \ Switch to Run mode.
.".co'o
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Start
J

.

Identifier 1

Enter a

Has an
Yes

Label 2Entry Been
made

I

No

Identifier 8 y = a1.
7

End Display y

Figure 25

11 7



-11111.
~!!IIII1.

_11.1.
~!!II.1.

-.111.
~!!.II1.

or

Subtract N from the number in the Entry register

Subtract N from the number in the Entry register

or

Subtract N from the number in the Entry register

or

,>-,-Y'_"_ lump or Branch
""" 10 Label t

,>-,-Y'='_'~ lump or Bunch
~ 10 Labell

,>-,-Y';..'_'~ lump or Branch
... 10 Label t

Test Instructions

Subtract N from the number in the Entry register

119

no: continue
program

no: continue
program

no: continue
program

yes: Jump or Branch -a 1.10 Label t

no: continue or ~!!II 1.
program

Subtract N from the number in the Entry register

yes: lump or 8ranch -. 1.
to Label t

no: continue or ~!!. 1.
program

Subtract N from the number in the Entry register

yes: lump or Branch -II 1.
10 Label t

or ~!!II 1.no: continue
program

Sample Program: Testing Nonzero Numbers

Suppose that a function, F, is to be evaluated using one of three different expres~

sions depending on the value of the independent variable, R. Specifically,

F = 10(1.78 - log R) when R ~ 2200

F = 10(-3·7 + 0.65 log Rl when 2200 < R ~ 3600

F = 10(-0.5 - 0.25 logRI when 3600 < R

Comments

To run the program for values of a = 2, 3 and 4:

Do This See This

II { / . \ Start program execution,
Identifier 1 is displayed.

rnll { 5.'1990 \ Value of y =:: 22.7

II { / . -.J Ready for a new value of
a.

0011 { /9.'1/90 \ Value of y =:: J2.7

II ( / . \
mil { '12.22'12 \ Value of y =:: 42.7

II { / . \ Ready for a new value
at a.

II { 9. JNo entry was made.
Identifier 8 is displayed
indicating the end of the
program.

Conditional Tests on Numbers other than Zero

Occ;asionally you may wish to test a number to see if it is less than, greater than

or equal to a particular nonzero number. You may use the Conditional Jump or

Conditional Branch instructions previously described for this purpose. First you

perform a subtraction so that the test can be made in terms of a comparison with

zero. For example, suppose you want to perform a Branch if a calculated number, Z,

is greater than 100. Simply subtract 100 from Z and then perform the Bra'nch if

Z - 100> O.
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In the following table, flowchart symbols of the various test conditions are shown

along with the instruction sequences that will accomplish the tests. The label, 1,

may assume the values (]J-[[], Oor!:~I.



to dis-

Comments
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{I 5 I °'-/ 9 \
If R :!ii 2200, then

L~~:=='~~~======~ F = lOll.ill - rOAR){°
-, ° I \ Jump 10 label 3

<.:0::..::.:::J'--"..::..:5::...:.______ play value oj F.

~/e~0~3~=~0:::3~'-/=====:=;) label 3 is at step 033.

[0
-, -, 0-'7 \ Stop to display F and

l'::'..::J:c:::J:-...:..~::,:J~__~____ enter a new R. Then jump
to step 001.

LI:::2.::0'-'-'_:.... .:::0,,3:o.:::B-'- --» label 1 is at step 037.

1/5' .033 \

/0°I °/I \
Test for R :!ii 2200. If true,

c_=-='-'-_'-."-'-'-_______ jump to label 1.

/ \

load program starting at

~_::::::::::=='~O~O~/~====::;. step 001.

~10=-=0~0~_.:..::::.0-=O:.:3=-- ) Sto'e R in Regi"e, O.

'""' m' ~"".• TO_
_ '" '0'•

(CHGl
~

W[]]CQ]CQ]
IIDCQ] ~/O~O~O~~.O~/~B=====) TestfmR " 3600. Iftcue,
iii Ill1lIJ 1002 .oeo \ jump to label 2

IICQJ-EIfCH6l1:l'2''5' /005 02B \ If R is not True for the
~L..J~~ l:::":::"::-"':"·.:::..=.:::. J above test, then

1I
1.11i:l1l R > 3600 and
~~ F == lOl-o.5 - 0.1, I(J~R)

(i!iJ-I 10"

~""'Wm-1lI

The flowchart for this program is shown in Figure 26 and includes two Condi~

tiona I Jumps depending on whether R :-::; 22"00 and R ~ 3600. The value of R is

assumed to be in the Entry register at the start of the program.

To load the program

Do This See This
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Slarl

Siore R in
register 0

R ",; 2200 Yes
!

,
No

Jump 10 Yes Jump to
Label 2 R ",; 3600

!
Labell

I,,

Label 2 No Labell

F == 101-3.1 + 0.65 10" II I F == 10,-0.~-0,2~ 10" RI F = 1011.18-10" Rl

Jump to Jump 10
Label 3 label 3

Label 3

Stop to display F
and enler a new R

Jump Start

Figure 26



(]J@][]] { 500.0000 JEnter R == 600.

0 ! o 100'-/ \ Value of F for R "" 600.

[]][]][]][]] ( 3,000.0000 \ Enter R = ]000.

0 { 0.0353 \ Value of F for R = 3000.

[[][]][]][]] ( a,ooo .0000 j Enter R = 8000.

0 { 0.033'-/ J Value of F for R = 8000.

Jump to step 001.

Display A.

Calculate 1Tr2
.

Stop to enter r.

Identifier.

Enter 1.

Comment
Instruction

Memory Step Code Key

001 001 OJ
002 111 ~[]]
003 033 III.-

004 162 ~-f X'

005 023 a
006 107 ~CTI
007 020 EI
008 033 III

'"~
009 350 -
010 033 III
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Stepping Through a Program

The 326 Scientist permits you to execute a program one step at a time. Using this

feature, you may observe program execution closely. This is particularly useful in

determining what modifications a program may require. To step through a program,

first set the RUN/STEP/LOAD switch to. =ire,.
When in Step mode, each time you press _ the following things happen:

•

• The display shows program information for about one second. The current

memory step, its code and the previous and next code are also shown, in the

load format previously described.

• The instruction at the current location is executed and the result of the instruc

tion is displayed. (Muhi-step instructions like III@] are executed together

as one instruction.)

• After the instruction is executed, the program stops with the current contents

of the Entry register in the display. You must press III again to continue step~

ping through the program.

If you move the RUN/STEP/LOAD switch from =m; to ij1!;; I pressing IIwill

cause program execution from the current step in memory.

Example:
To demonstrate stepping through a program, enter the following program that

calculates the area of a circle (A = 7TrZ) into memory starting at step 001.

Comments

Comments

See This

,-,12=0-=2=---,.~0,-5=-=2=-- ...JJ L,bel 2 is " step 051.

00 This

To run the program for values of R = 600, 3000 and 8000

Do This See This
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[.,.] !!! []]
.@]-a
8(]Jw c.:!0:..::0:..::5'-----'.-=0C::5C::9~__~\ If 2200 < R " 3600

a 0il r-=lr:=7l then'tlJL:...JL2J F := 101- 3.7 + n.hS logRI

..~ '" ';:;;(1~5~1=.~0~55'§===~JIi '3' 100 :J 05 1 \ Jump to I,bel 3 to dis-
~ _::J • _ play v,lue of F.

iim~ fa. 0000 \ Switch 10 Run mode in
preparation for program

, execution.



Insert a Pause instruction.

Switch to run mode to
execute the program.

Jump to step 001. The
number 1.0000 was pre- '
viously in the Entry regis
ter.

Switch to load mode.

Move forward to step
005, following the calcu,
lation of r2•

/I I \

107\

I . 0000 \

1.0000\

023 107\

023

001

125

.005

.005

001

{l62

[

{

[

11/ '--I

JU..' am
-IIU

...
(press • 4 ti mes)

Example:

Suppose in the previous program calculating the area of a circle, we wish to pause

to display the value of r2 as well as displaying the final value of A. We will insert a

Pause instruction [.,.J8 immediately after the calculation of r2 at step 004.

Do This See This Comments

The Pause instruction allows you to briefly display intermediate results during the

execution of a program. The key sequence is[~JB· This causes the program to

pause about three seconds during execution to display the contents of the Entry

register.

Multiple answers can be displayed by including a Pause instruction after each

answer is calculated. Each answer can be identified by pausing to display an iden M

tifier just before the answer is displayed.

~
.,.".,Do"

i -'.".'0'.

The Pause Instruction

It is possible to make keyboard calculations when stepping through a program.

Make sure that your keyboard arithmetic does not interfere with any program arith M

metic in progress. To keep from interfering, you may need to isolate your keyboard

arithmetic with parentheses. If your program uses parentheses, make su re that the

sum of the program and keyboard parentheses doesn't exceed four.

Comments

Jump to step 001 and
switch to Step mode.

Displays load format,

Executes the Identifier
instruction in step 002.
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/7;=;~/==;:;:;;~=;:;:::;:::=====\ Display after execution.

Lt I I . aa3 033 162' Executesthe Stop inst"c-_ J tIon at step 003.

\I=~/=====::;==:::====:::=:;\ Display after execution.

( 2 . aaaa ) Enter r = 2.

[033 . aa'--I I 52 023\ ~s~~~~~~~heC,J.
~(;=;:::;==::;:;c;:;=;:=~'--I:::.~O~O~O~O~)Displays value of r'.

{ I 62 _aa5 023 I a7\ Execules X inWuction.

[ '--1.0000 \valueofR'.

[0 23 . aa6 I a7 02D\ Execules" instruclion.

[ 3 . I '--I I 5 \ Displays ".

Lt a7 . aa7 020 a33\ ~~~~ulesII inslmc-

7,{:;=:;:;:;==:;:;:::o:;::~1~2~~. ~5~6~6~3~\ Calculates A = "r'.

(a 2a .aaB 033 350) ~~~~ules Stop instruc-

~1;;:::;::::=======~/~2~.~5~6~6~3~\Displays value of A.

(033 . 009 350 033) Execuledi II (a

L
- double instruction)

_ 12.5663 \
{ .aaI aaI /I 1\ I,~~ ~~gram is back to

L ....!.I....:..!:OJ..:O~O'-'O':!-..J\ Executes this instruction.

iii II=::~ ['r====;:;:;:~0~.~O0~0~0:::;l)
[ .001001 111\

To step through this program with r"" 2

Do This See This

i '"....,".,

mm
IIU

mm
IIU
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Stop Instructions in the Middle of Arithmetic Sequences

Using a III instruction in the middle of an arithmetic sequence in a program is

not recommended, since keyboard operations done while the Stop is in effect could

change or interrupt the algebraic sequence in progress. Thus, program sequences

such as

should be avoided, If a [HIEf] or other arithmetic operation is performed while at the

Stop, the [[lll instructions are lost and the program will not calculate the

intended answer.
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Some Programming Hints and Techniques

Handling Variables and Constants

In general there are three types of data used within a program:

1. Data values that change every time the program is run

2. Data values that change infrequently

3. Data values that never change within a program

For most efficient programm'ing and execution, the following rules should be

followed:

1. A data value that changes each time the program is run should be entered at a

Stop instruction within a program.

2. Values that are the same for many runs of the program should be stored in data

storage registers. Thus, they need not be entered each time the program is

run, but can still be changed whenever it is necessary.

3. Numbers that are constant within the program, and never change, can be

entered as program steps. Once the program is written, they need never be

entered again.

You may wish to store constants that have many digits in data storage registers

rather than enter them in the program where one memory step must be used

for each digit of the constant.

This section describes some useful programming hints and techniques that may

help you to write programs more efficiently.
Comments

To execute the program with r = 2

Do This See This
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;[=~/=.========:=====~\ Identifier 1 displays.

f [3 . aaaa \ En'e" = 2.

[('======~'-I~. ~a~aga~a~\ 51", execuUon. The
value of r2 = 4 displays

L I :J. 5553 \ bdefly, followed by the'
_ c: _ value of A = 12.5663.

When the 326 is stopped while executing a program, it may be desirable to look

ahead to see what program step will be executed next without actually executing

the next step.
'we

To do this, press. when a program is at a Stop. The display changes te~por-

arily to Load format and the instruction code to be executed next is displayed just

to the right of the next memory step number.

The Look Ahead feature is also useful when an error occurs i~ the execution of a

program If I £----~ \ d' . =. occurs unng executIon, press~ to see the number

in the display just prior to I £ \ Th "",- ----. en press • to see the instruction

that caused the Error condition to occur.

Look Ahead Feature

Display of Program Listing

With the RUN/STEP/LOAD switch set to =ffi~, pressing iii briefly displays each

program instruction in sequence. The display shows the program listing in Load

formal. No execution occurs,



Use of Identifiers

When several numbers must be entered within a program using different Stop

instructions, it is very useful to identify each Stop with a unique number in the

display. This may be accomplished by using the identifier instruction tC,-J[[)l

with a numerical value.

Identifiers can also be used in displaying multiple answers with the Pause instruc

tion.

Direct Register Arithmetic in Programs

When doing arithmetic operations that use the contents of registers, direct register

arithmetic can often save program steps.

For example, to multiply the contents of register 5 by the number 2 and store the

result in register 5, the sequence

uses seven'program steps.

The same operation can be shortened to, four steps using the sequence

Also, when these are loaded as program steps, only three instructions are loaded

because ilia is loaded as one instruction.

Sample Program: Evaluation of a Polynomial

We have now covered all the basic techniques for programming the 326 Scientist.
' ,

To become more familiar with the techniques discussed so far, we will write and

execute a program that evaluates the polynomial function

y = ao + all( + a2x1

where aD, a 1 and a 2 are constants and x is a variable. The flowchart for this program is

shown in Figure 27. In the first segment of the program, before Labell, values of

the constants a()' a 1 and a 2 are stored in registers 0, 1'and 2, respectively. The second

part of the program is the calculation of the value of the polynomial and a final jump

back to Labell to allow a calculation of y for a new value of x.
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Start

Enter and Store
a" in register 0

Stop

Enter and Store
a l in register 1

Stop

Enter and Siore
a~ in register 2

label 1

Slop

Enler the
variable X

Calculate
Y = all + a,X + a~X~

Jump to
Labell

Figure 27
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To Load the Polynomial Program

131

To run this program with the constants
a = 4,
at = 2

a
2

== -5

You may, if you wish, execute a .. III to return to the beginningof the program

to enter new values of ao' a
1

and a
2

, and then evaluate the new polynomial for dif~

ferent values of x.
You are encouraged to write other sample programs to solve problems in your

_special field of interest until you feel totally comfortable with the programming tech~

niques presented so far.
The following section of this book describes how the programming capabilities

of the 326 Scientist may be extended still further with the use of the Monroe 392

Tape Cassette Drive.

and x values of
x =-3

x==7

Do This See This
Comments

-. I 0.0000 \ lump to step 001.-,.
m. [ '-1.0000 \ Enter value of aD"

w. [ 2.0000 \ Enter value of a1·

a;JW. [ -5.0000 ) Enter value of ar
SIGN ••

(~~~ ][]] ( -3.0000 ) Enter value of x.

• [ -'-17.0000 \ Calculate y for x = 3.

m [ 7.0000 j Enter new value of x.

• [ -227.0000 ) Calculate y for x = 7.

See ThisDo This Comments

1i1f~ iii • ~ffi; lL;=;:;;:;;:=,.~OgO~1=====:::;' Slart loading Ihe pmg<am_ rnr r; J al memmy ,Iep 001.

L!!J L:lO~O~O~=.~0~0~3~=====:;' Sime Ihe numb., in Ihe.[fa 33 J E-reglsler in register O.

'(._;=;~==.~O~O§::'-I~=====~\ Stop to enter value of a I.

_ OJ <.:1O~O¥:/;==.~O~Ogfj;=====~\ Slore a, in reg'"'' 1.

• t033 -'(,_~~~::::::.~0~0~7~=====::;\ Stop to enter value of a2•

_WlrO~0~2~=.~0~0~g;======!\Slore a, in regi"er 2.

C.,.J !!!OJIrr2~0~'~~.0g:'~O======;\ Assign the Labell.

• ,"=lO,-,3=-=.3_,-,.o!:.-.!.'-!.' .-:' Enler , and di,play IheJ previously calculated

_
r;;--) rnn-::;---;:;--;-::;------- value of y.
L9-J ~/0~0~3~::.=0~/~3i(======d' Slme the value of, intoC.J _ ( J reg"ler 3.

f x' ;,l~'fj~2:=,.~0~1~'-I=====J\ Calculale ,'.

lIaw ,,10~0~2i==.~0l:!;:'~fj;=====:::;' Calculate a," using di-alloo [003.0' 9 J reclreg"lerarithmelic.

lIaOJ81rrO~2~0;=:'.~02~2~==~iCalculale a,x + a,x'.

~a[]] [000.02'-1 \ Calculalea,+ a,da,x' .

.. OJ 100' . 02 fj \ Jump 10 Label 1.

lim: / ' Set the swilch 10 Run
L -'O~.-'O~O!.!:!O:.!:O~J mod~ in preparalion for

runnrng the program.
The display shows the
same value thai it held
prior to the load condi
tion.

, ;
I
I,
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SectionS
Using The 392Tape Cassette Drive
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Why Use a Tape Cassette Drive?

The Monroe 392 Tape Cassette Drive (see Figure 28) greatly increases the

programming capability of your 326 Scientist. First, you may use the Tape Cassette

Drive to enter prepared programs into your computer: Monroe provides a corn·

prehensive library of programs for a wide range of scientific, mathematical and

engineering applications .. This saves you the trouble of having to write your o~n

programs to solve many types of problems.

You may store programs that you have written, permanently or temporarily, on

magnetic tape, and enter them into the computer's program memory whenever you

need them.

You may store data on tape, permanently or temporarily, and read it into the

computer's data storage registers when required by your program.

The read and write operations of the magnetic tape drive can be placed under

program control. Therefore writing programs and data onto magnetic tape and read·

ing programs and data from tape can be done automatical.IY by a program.

This ability to program tape drive operations greatly increases the effective size of

the program memory and the data storage area.

For example, a large program may be divided into a number of segments, where

each of the program segments ;s required to perform a specific part of the computa·

tion. The program segment currently in the computer's memory can include as its

final instruction the command to read the next program segment from tape into

memory. Thus' a very large program could be executed in 160 program step seg·

ments. This is known as a program overlay technique, because the new program

segment brought into the computer's memory overlays and replaces the program

segment previously stored there.

Similarly, large amounts of data can be brought into the computer's storage regis

ters from tape 12 data registers at a time. Input data could be brought into the com·

puter from tape, computations could be done and the resulting data could be stored

on tape. Then a new set of input data could be entered from tape and used for a new

set of computations, and so forth.

135
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Monroe Endless Tape Cassette .
, . 1ft e and is easily recognIzed byThe endless tape cassette IS a contmuous oop 0 ap

its red label. It can hold a maximum of fourteen blocks of information. Ea~h block

th ntents of a maximum ofho ld the full capacity of program memory or e co
can d' st
twelve data registers. Because only one side of the endless tape is use , It mu

be inserted in the tape drive so that the labeled side always faces up. The unlabeled

side has a note of warning stating that the other side is to be inserted.

The Monroe Endless Tape Cassette

The Monroe Tape Cassette

are:

Tape Cassettes Used
b ed with the 392 Tape Cassette Drive. TheyTwo kinds of tape cassettes may e us

Figure 29 .
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Thus automatic program control of tape drive reading and writing operations per

mits you to write programs of considerably more sophistication than would be

possible by programming only from the keyboard.

Connecting the Tape Drive

The 392 Tape Drive has a permanent signal cable with a Connector at the end

(see Figure 29). To connect the Tape Drive to the 326 Scientist, simply plug the

connector into the socket which is recessed on the right side of the 326.

The cable is used to pass information to and from the Tape Drive. Power to run

the Tape Drive is supplied through the 326 by means of this cable. The Tape Drive

uses power only when the drive motor is running. The power consumption of the

392 Tape Cassette Drive is minimal and has little effect on the discharge time of the

326 Scientist's batteries. In the extreme case where the motor is kept running full

time, the battery discharge time is reduced by approximately 15%.

(' "

,



Monroe Tape Cassette

The Monroe Tape Cass tt ." eels a conventional cassette that records on both

sIdes, easrly recognized by the blue label on the cassette The two usabl ·d

d
. . . eSl esare

eSignated S,de A and Side B E h·d f h. . . ac SI eat e tape can hold up to 12 files of infor-

matIon. Each (tie coma ins fourteen blocks and each block can hold th f II .feucapacity

o program memory or the contents of a maximum of twelve data registers.

This key causes two-sided tape (blue label) to go forward at high

speed. The tape motor does not automatically shut off when the

tape is fully wound. This does hot damage the tape cassette or the

drive, FORWARD does not operate with endless (red label) tape.

This key causes two-sided tape (blue label) to move backwards at

approximately 1 file every 2 seconds, The tape drive motor does

not automatically turn off when the tape is fully rewound. This does

not damage the tape cassette or the drive but will discharge the

batteries after several hours. REWIND does not operate with the

endless (red label) cassette.

This key places the recording head against the tape. Ready ,must

be pressed and latched to write onto tape or read from the tape,

When writing onto tape, both READY and RECORD must be latched.

When reading from the tape, only READY need be latched; RECORD

mayor may not be latched. However, protection against accidental

writing is provided if RECORD is unlatched.
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Allows data or programs to be recorded onto the tape from the data

registers or program memory of the 326. Whether programs or

data are recorded on tape depends on the setting of the Program!

Registers switch, RECORD does not operate when the Write protect

tab is removed,

Tape Controls

Function

Pressing this key lightly opens the cassette drive door to allow the

insertion or removal of the cassette. Pressing more heavily. cause's

the tape cassette to be ejected.

FORWARD

READY

REWIND

RECORD

EJECT

Control

The controls used to operate the 392 Tape Cassette Drive are shown in Figure 28.

All tape controls except the Program/Registers switch are on the cassette drive.

f-- Write
Protect
Tab

" ,"
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Write_-<~
ProteCt
, Tab'

Protection of Tape Against Accidental Erasure
After information has be d d -. en reear e ,cassettes may be protected from accidental

erasu~e by re~ovlng a Write Protect tab. Of course, this prevents you from writing

new mformatlon on that tape and implies that you are storing a program or data

permanently rather than temporarily. Endless (loop) cassettes have ani .

protect tab (see Figure 31). Conventional tape cassettes have tw y one write

b
0 write protect

ta 5, one for each side of the cassette (see Figure 31 J.

Additional cassettes are available through your Monroe representative desig.

nated by the following part numbers:

C08490443 for Monroe endless tape

C08490435 for Monroe tape
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The Endless Tape cassette is now preconditioned and ready for use. '

Two-Sided Tape (blue label):

1 Connect and turn on the 326-392 system. .

. . t the 392 cassette drive with the side that you WIsh to2. Insert the cassette In ~

precondition facing up (Side A or 5ide B).

3. Press REWIND and fully rewind the tape.

4. Latch READY and RECORD on the 392 Tape Drive.

LD~-~ the 326 then WRITE ON TAPE on the 392.5. Press I on , '.

The tape moves forward for approximately 14 seconds before the first block IS

labeled. After each block is labeled, the block label number is displayed. After

block 14 is labeled the tape stops and the display shows:

for· pre·conditioning -tapes are as follows:The procedures

Endless Tape (red label):

1. Connect and turn on the 326-392 system.

2. Insert the cassette to be preconditioned.

3 Press and latch READY and RECORD on the 392. .

4· P mlOL-J on the 326 Scientist, then WRITE ON TAPE on the 392 Tape, ress~ I

Drive.

Th system automatically searches for the splice on the endless tape. This search

~ast as long as two minutes. The displ'ay remains blank during the search. After
may - . h . quence

l' the block label numbers are written on t e tape In se .iinding the tape sp Ice, - d' I
. . t After each block label is written, the ISP ayThis takes approximately one mlnu e. ,

shows the two digit label for that block.

After block 14 is labeled the tape stops and the display shows:

be concerned with preconditioning tapes. All prepared ~~ogram tapes that are

rovided to you by Monroe have already been precondltlo~ed..-Thus you may

D _ _ th d'scusslon of Block Searchomit reading the following procedures and go to e I

lnext topic).This key causes programs or registers to be written onto the tape

from the 326. WRITE ON TAPE is also used to load a program in

struction for automatic ex€.cution of WRITE ON TAPE.

This key stops whatever tape motion is occurring an~ unlatches am

other keys.

This key causes programs or registers to be read from the tape into

the 326. Also used to load a program instruction for automatic

execution of READ FROM TAPE.

This switch is on the 326 Scientist. It selects whether the 326 is to

write a program from memory or data from data storage register"

onto tape. The PROGRAM/REGISTERS.' switch is only effective

during the WRITE ON TAPE operation. When performing a READ

FROM TAPE, the 392 automatically detects if the information read

is a program or registers, and reads it into the 392 accordingly.

WRITE
ON

TAPE

STOP

READ
FROM
TAPE

PROGRAM/
REGISTERS

Tape Movement Counter

A digital counter that records tape movement is positioned at the upper left hand'

corner of the face of the 392 Tape Cassette Drive. This counter is extremely useful

when you wish to move to a distant point on the tape since you may use th(

FORWARD key with the digital counter to mOve rapidly to the required part oi the

tape and then perform the remainder of the search at the normal Read/Write

speed.

Tape Blocks and Preconditioning Tape

A block is a defined length of tape that can hold the full capacity of program

memory or up to twelve data registers. All tape cassettes must be preconditioned

prior to use On the 392. Preconditioning divides the tape into fourteen blocks. Each

block is assigned a number in the sequence 01 through 14. Preconditioning erases

all previous information on the tape. If you are using prepared program tapes exclu

sively and do not plan to write your Own data or programs onto tape, you need nOlt
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Block Search

Endless Tape (red label):

• The tape moves forward and the system searches until the block is found. As

each block is passed, its block number displays. Block 1 follows Block 14.

• If the entered block mn'nber is 'zero, the tape moves forward to the next block.

• If the entered block number is greater than 14, E-w---3 displays.

Press "(Run] or Ic'-uIII to recover from this error condition.

To write a program or data registers onto a specific tape block; or to read a pro

gram or data registers from a tape block, you may either search for a specific block

to be used or simply use the next block.

• To search for a specific block, enter the-block number.

• The entered block number must be an integer (1 through 14), to search for a

specific block; or zero to search for the next succeeding block.

! 12.0000 \
The program stops after the last segment has been preconditioned with 12.000 in

the display as shown.

See This Comments

l(::;=;:;:;:;=:,.~OgO~/======,,\ Start loading at step 001.

(I '-10 00 OJ \ Precondition tape (non-
L_'--'-=--'-'=:.:"='- .....:. loopl.
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(000 0 a/; \ Increment register 0,
c:::..:::.:::_-'-.-'=-"-'=- ....! leaving result in register

o and E-regisler.

( II '-I 00 1 \ ~ause t~ display number
~-~=i;~=='*~!;=======;- In E-regrsler.
(002 .00g 1
/0°I °I I \ Subtract number in regis·
'-'g:'T===='~~====~. 'ee 0 leom 12.
foo' I °I OJ \ Jump to label 1 if num-
C:o..=c.:......,...:...·~'-=" bee;n the Entey reg;stee

equals O.

~(0~]~]=.~0~/~5=====;\ lump '0 step 001.

t2°I .°I Ei \ label 1.

{j,ogo~O~=. ~Og/~B!;=::::====~\ ~~call number in register

;{0=3:::3===.=O=I=g==;:;:::::::;""'~::=;·l Stop execution.

<-{ ..c::0....:.-'O,-,O::.:::O..=0C-\ Switch to Run mooe.

""., •.~-or,.
- •• co,"

One segment or file of the tape has been preconditioned. Repeat the above proc~

ess to precondition another file of the tape. The two-sided tape (blue label) can hold

a maximum of 12 files on each side of the cassette. When the desired number of

files have been preconditioned, rewind the cassette.

It is possible to automatically precondition all 12 files on One side of the two

sided tape cassette using the following procedure:

1. Connect and turn on the 326w392 system.

2. Insert the cassette into the 392 cassette drive with the side that you wish to

precondition facing up (Side A or Side B).

3. Press REWIND to fully rewind the cassette.

4. load the following program into the program memory of the 326.

Do This

Cl:-::._.LO..
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Two-Sided Tape (blue label):

• Usually the cassette should be fully rewound before any Read or Write opera~

tions are performed.

• The tape moves forward to search for the entered block number (1 through 14).

It may be. necessary for the search to go to the next file of 14 blocks.

• If the indicated block does not exist on whatever tape remains, the search goes

to the end of the tape. The Write or Read does not OCCur.

• If the entered block number is greater than 14, a tape error condition E-----3

occurs. Press (RElITIor ELEAAj for error recQvery.*

Using Prepared Programs with the 326

For your convenience, Monroe has an extensive library of prepared program

packages. Each package is designed for a particular applications area and program

ming skills are not required to use the prepared programs. Your Monroe repre

sentative can supply you with a complete listing of available program packages.

A typical package has between 10 and 20 programs with detailed instructions and

- examples for using each program. The actual programs are stored on One or more

tape cassettes, which are provided as a part of the package.

To use the packaged programs, the 392 Tape Cassette Drive must be used with

the 326 Scientist. The fOllowing is the general procedure for using a prepared
program:

1. Connect the 392 Tape Cassette Drive to the 326 Scientist.

2. Insert the cassette containing the program to be used.

. 3. Rewind the cassette by pressing and latching the REWIND key.

Programs are stored on tape casSettes in files and blocks. There are always 14

blocks in a file. The number of files on one side of a tape Cassette depends

on the applications package being used. Each block holds one program.

·Five different error conditions can occur that are related to the use of the 392 Tape Cassette Drive. (See
Appendix F.)
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4. Enter the block number (from the keyboard of the 326) of the program to be

u",d (1 through 14l. .

5. Press and latch the READY key on the 392 Tape Cassette Dnve.

. P READ FROM TAPE on the tape drive. f
6. ress _ k' d' ated The tape mOves or~

The 326~392 system searches for the bloc In IC . d' 't
ward. As each block is passed, the block number is displayed as a two 181

number: 01, 02, ... , etc. . ead from the tape into ,~
Wh the block search is complete the program IS r

en d' I hanges from·a two. f h 326 The block number in the ISp ay c
the memory ate. b a decimal point and four zeros; for
digit number to an integer followed y

example, 05 becomes 5.0000.

7. Press START to begin program execution.

h ram package operating instructions for the complete descriptionRefer to t e prog .

and procedures for using specific prepared programs. ., d edure for
' pi te descnptlon an procSee the following sections for a more com e

writing programs on tapes and reading programs from tape.

Writing aProgram onto a Block of Tape

block of tape follow this general procedure. It isT rite a program onto a ,
o w D' . 0 nected and a preconditioned tape cassetteassumed the Tape Cassette nve 15 c n

has been inserted. ~.. . .

1. Place the PROGRAM/REGISTERS switch in the ••!I.. pOSItion.

h h RECORD and READY keys.
2. Press and latc t e 't the next block in the

f bl k number (or zero to wn e on
3. Enter the sped IC oc . 0 ram onto Block 3, enter 3

f blocks) For example, to wnte a pr gsequence 0 .

from the keyboard of the 326.

4. Press WRITE ~N :API~e block indicated. If the block is found, the full capacity

The system searc e~ or . the block of tape. Program memory remains
of program memory IS wntten onto

unchanged.

14S

•
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L aI

L 0 :"1 \ A search is made for tape

~_=====:::::::::~~C:=::::::::::::;Jblock 03.

L 03 J

(press READ FROM
TAPE)

To read a previously recorded program from a block of tape into the program

memory, follow this general procedure. It is assumed that the Tape Cassette Drive

is connected and a preconditioned cassette has been inserted.

1. The PROGRAM/REGISTERS switch can be in ei1her position because the kind

of information (program or register datal is recorded on the tape duri ng the

writing operation.

2. Press and latch the READY key,

3. Enter the block number to be read or zero to indicate the next block. For

example, to read the program from block 3 of the tape into program memory,

enter 3 from the keyboard of the 326.

4. Press READ FROM TAPE.

The system makes a block search. When the block is found, the program informa-.

tion on the full block of tape is read into the 326. Program memory is completely

filled. The information- on the block of tape is unchanged.

Reading a Program from the Tape
into Program Memory

(Press and latch READY) { a.aaaa j
f3l L 3 AAAA \

En'er tape block number
~ L =-:..·==-==--,_ where deSIred program

is stored.

Example: Reading a Program from Tape

In this example we will read the program previously stored onto block 3 of the

tape back into .the program memory. First, turn the 326 Scientist off using the ONI

OFF switch located behind the right side of the computer. This causes all information

in the computer's program memory to be lost. Turn the computer on again. Program

memory is now blank. (Turning the 326 off and on is not necessary, of course. It

merely serves to make this example more dramatic.)

To read the program from Block 3 on the tape into program memory.

Do This See This Comments

Stop to enter a number, x.

Add 2 to the number X.

Comments

Calculate sum.

Take square root.

Jump to step 001.

Key

Example: Writing a Program onto Tape

let us write a simple program on a block of tape. Suppose the . .
h re IS a program In

t e COmputer's memory that computes the square root of an entered number X

plus two. The instructions for this program are as follows: ' ,

Memory Step Instruction Code

To write the program On tape it! block number 3

Do This See This

(Press and latch READY and RECORD)

[]J
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. (P'ess WRITE ON TAPE) fr:-------O~I:-----.\

fa'" I Block numbers appear
C briefly as tape moves for-I , ward. Tape stops aftera3 J haVing written the ,pro-

f gram onto blod< 3.
_ 3. 0000 \

"

,.'

'(. ;! 001 033 III:,' .<<!,!.,,
.¢'.,. , 002,e' 021 a.,''.1'::'

•
,i",
~" 003 '002 []]'ii ,I

~!
,

r
\' I 004 020 II' i1
': ;'.'

',: ;:
t'i 005 062 ..

': tl •, I
.< .,

II, 006 350 iii"I,t ;,
", ." 007"i 033 II
,

, l!

I

".il
!:,

Ii
,~

"i)
:1

~
II:
'Lj

I:
If

Ii
Ii



(press WRITE ON TAPE)

Comments

...-------;:;---;:;n-;:;-,,\ Specify that data from

l{ ~o~.~Dc.:0:...:O:..:D=_..J storage registers will be
- written onlo tape.

Register 3

Rewind the tape and proceed as follows:

See ThisDo This

(Press and latch READY and ,R..:E..:C..:O_R_D..:' --,---,;:;-;:;-;:;-;:;_

CD Lf -!.I_·ccO=O-':D:..:D=..,.....;\ Spedfy lape Block 1.

Indicate that data regis
ters 0-3 are to be written
on lape Block 1.

I Df \ Writing begins.

~========;-~o;:;;:;;:::;:,:=;\ The data has been writ-! I .0000 _ len on tape block 1.
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Reading from Tape into the Registers
of the 326

To read the previously recorded contents of data registers from a block of tape

into the data storage registers of the 326, follow this general procedure. It is assumed

- that the Tape Cass~tte Drive is connected and a preconditioned cassette has been

inserted.

1. The PROGRAM/REGISTERS switch can be in either position because the kind

of information (program or register data) is recorded on the tape block during

the writing operation.

2. Press and latch the READY key.

Example: Writing from Data Registers onto Tape

Suppose we wish to write the contents of data storage registers 0-3 onto tape

Block 1. Assume that the data registers contain the following numbers:

Register 0 5.0000

Register 1 10.0000

Register 2 20.0000

35.0000

memory.

Do This See This CommentsJUwP.- .... [ 3.0000 \ lump 10 step 001 '"memory.

• f 3.0000 \ Start execution of pro-
~ram. Program is slopped
or entry of X.

[[J ( 5.0000 1Enler X= 5.

• f 2.5457 \ Calculate value of
VS + 2 ~ 0.

CD@] f 14.0000 \ Enter X=14.

• f 4.0000 \ Calculate value of
V14+2=Vl6.

To run the program that calculates VX + 2, which has been read into program

To write from data storage registers onto a tape block, the procedure is as follows.

(It is assumed that the Tape Cassette Drive is connected and a preconditioned cas~

sette has been inserted.)

1. Place the PROGRAM/REGISTERS switch in the P.~'" position....."...
2. Press and latch the RECORD and READY keys.

3. Enter the block number to be used or zero to indicate the next block (for

example, press W for Block 4).

4. Press WRITE ON TAPE.

5. Press a numeral or symbol key n (where n is@]-oo,0 ,or (:~)) to

indicate that the contents of registers 0 through n are to be written onto the

block (e.g., press (]] to write registers' 0 through 6 onto the specified tape

,block). The system makes a block search. If the block is found, the contents of

registers 0 through n are written onto the tape block. Pressing c:J will cause

the contents of registers [[) - []] and [] to be written on tape. Pressing

[;I~~ Iwill cause' the contents of all twelve data storage registers to be written

on tape.

The contents of the data registers remain unchanged.

Writing Data Registers onto Tape
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Figure 32

Slarl

M,l~e program
segmenl

1 cakulal.oos

Read segmenl 2 ;010
pro,r,lm memory

rom lape

M,l~e segmenl 2
caleulalinns

DiS~,ly or store
f nal results

Slop

For example, a program may be too large to fit into program memory. With pro

grammed tape control, it can be divided into two or more sections or overlays. The

326 can use one section and then at the appropriate time automatically read the

next section into program memory.
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FLOWCHART FOR A 1 BLOCK PROGRAM OVERLAY

Programmed Tape Control

The READ FROM TAPE and WRITE ON TAPE operations can be loaded as pro

gram steps. This enables you to program the 392 Tape Cassette Drive for automatic

operation. This feature greatly expands the capability of the 326-392 system.

A v~riation of the overlay technique uses the logical decision capability of the

326 to choose which particular program segment is to be used next.

When a program block is entered from the tape under program control, execution

automatically continues from step 001 after the program Read is complete. It is not

necessary to press START.

Comments

5 DODD \

See This

,====~I0g::.~O~O~O~0=J\f Recall the numbers
20 . 0000 \ stored in register.., 0-3.

f===~3~5==.O~O~O~O~\

Example: Reading from a Tape Block into Data R . t
. egis ers

To read the Information stored in tape Block 01' h .
d . rn t e preVIOUs example back into

ata registers 0-3, proceed as follows. (Rewind the t b f '.
procedure.) ape e ore beglnnmg this

Do This

150

3. Enter the block number to be d
rea or zero to indicate the next block ((or

example, press mto read from Block 4),

4, Press READ FROM TAPE,

The system makes a block search. When the block' f d h
, IS aun I t e same number of

registers that were recorded on the tape bl k d . .

d b
. DC unng the Write operation will be

rea ack rnto the computer's d t .
. a a regIsters. The information On the block of tape

IS unchanged. The registers not filled by the READ FROM TAPE
are unchanged.

(Press and latch READY)

W ( I \
'-:::======~.=O=O=O=O~) Specify tape Block 1.

(Press READ FROM TAPE) [

L(=====;=~OI~~\~ -,-I-:..,..':O,--O':!.!:OJ.!:'.O,-' The !nformation thaI was
J previously written Onto

tap,:" block 1 from data
regIsters 0-.1 has now
be~n read back into data
registers O-J of the Alpha
325.
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Read 0 - n registel'S
lrofl'ltape

•

Milke Cilkulillions

N. A.4c~s
comple1el
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!llilr'l )

M~ ulc~;tlion~
or tIlt,~

SIlI,e .esuJt~ in
~Iterj 0 _ n

Write .egj~le,

0- n on!;tpe

No Are u\culalioM
complete!

'"
Stop

figure 34

'"

B Reildinglrom la

Flowchart for a program that requires more than 12 registers.

A Writln" on t~pe

Registers are not altered as new sections of a program are read from the tape.

Registers can be used to store the results needed to execute the next section of the

program.

Programs requiring more than twelve (12) data registers can automatically store

or recall up to twelve (12) registers from a block of tape.

The flowchart in Figure 32 shows the general form of a program that uses a one·

block overlay. The flowchart in Figure 33 shows the general form of a program that

selects one of two possible overlay blocks, depending on the result of calculations

performed.

Figure 34 shows the general flowchart of a program that requires more tnan 12

data storage registers. Part A shows a repeated writing of the contents of data regis

ters onto different blocks of tape. Part 8 of the figure shows a successive reading of

different sets of data values into the computer's data registers from different tape

blocks as needed.

Flowchart for a program that chooses one of two possible overlays.

Sta"

Load sesment 1

Maire <:i1kulillion~

,,,
load segmrnt 2Is segment 2 nrflled

I

N.

l<Ud stsmtn' 1 Milke calculations

Mike "alculil.lioIw

Figure 33



Seg~nt J

( 3

Display e

Read segment I
from tape block 1

1

155

Segmenl 2

Figure 35

Segmenl 1 (Main Program)

1 2

r
Slarl

Di§play TT

Identifier 1

Read segment 1
froll'ltape block 1

Stnp
(for entry)

1

;, "', LabellEntry;;;' 0
!

.
No

Read segmenl J Read §egmenl 2
from rape hlock J from tape block 2

, 2

,,

Instruction
Code

041

Key

READ FROM TAPE

WRITE ON TAPE (writes data 340
registers on tape)

WRITE ON TAPE (writes a program on t~pe) 040

The 340 instruction must be followed by a 000
register number

This tells what registers are to be written 013
on tape.

Programmed Tape Control Instructions

154

There are three different tape control instructions:

,

'";"
III!GISTE~S

PROGRAM/REGISTERS
Switch Setting

(Switch position
has no effect)

'''Ii"
1I!G~A9

Example: Programmed Tape Control for Overlays

This example demonstrates techniques for writing a program that uses overlays.

The program shown consists of 3 segments; the main program segment and two

overlay segments. Each segment is programmed and written on a block of an End

less Tape Cassette.

The main program (segment 1) tests a keyboard entry. If the entry is greater than

or equal to zero, segment 2 is read from the tape and executed. If the entry is less

than zero, segment 3 is read from the tape and executed.

i
i
",
'i

,
1

,
", I,

~,

,',
:.:. '.,
{' Instruction cod!,!s that control Tape Cassette Drive writing and reading are loaded

into program memory by pressing WRITE ON TAPE and READ FROM TAPE when

the RUN/STEP/LOAD switch is set to ~;:;:.



Jump to step 001.

Comments

Specify writing from pro~
gram memory onto tape.

Comments

I .0000

\
The number in the Entry

L ...:/~.~O~O=_=O~O=-- ,egISle, p,lm to LOAD IS
displayed.

JStart loading at step 001.

~=;::~=~~~=======;j Display TT .

\

See This

~~===~~~==:::::=====::::::;J Read Block 1 from the
I \ :tape.

~!..-:-~---

01 \

To write segment 1 onto block 1

Do This

(press and latch RECORD and READY)
r------;-~;:;-;:;--'

, To load segment 2 into program memory

Do This See This

JU"'p..,.

!!!!l'"' [ .001......"
~m {! 01 .002

• [033 .003

CD [00 f .OOY
" ,

READ fOY f .005FROM
TAPE

ii" [........

CommentsSee This

L oa I \ Segment 1 starts at ~ro~
,- -'.--"-"--'-- ~_ gram memory locat Ion

DOL

{'F./:;=/~I ::::'::'§0§0~3====~\ Ideml(;e, 1.

1'-'9~3~3~=-~0~0~Y=====~\ Stop fm en"y.

L
r355 005 \ Jump to label 1 If !he
~_~~==.~~~=====~-entry is ~ O.

[001.005 \

To load segment 1 into program memory

The execution of segment 2 (when the entry;?; 0) causes the number 1T(=3.1415)

to be displayed and then reads segment 1 back into program' memory' from the End·

less Tape.

The execution of segment 3 (when the entry < 0) causes the number e(=2.7182)

to be displayed and then reads segment 1 back into memory_

Each segment is programmed and written on a block of endless tape.

• Segment 1 is written on Block 1

• Segment 2 is written on Block 2

• Segment 3 is written on Block 3

Do This

~., •- ',.

!!!!l'"" ..
,~"

CD~[[)

•-DII
CD
[CLEAR)

[]]
READ
FROM
TAPE

" ~!I!!CD
1 (l:LEAAJ"

~ [[)I
., I READ

! fROM
TAPE

• I'
{ ii"'. ....

, ""
, i

,
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Start execution.

)
•
•
•

03

•

•
•

Start execution.

a'-I )

1.0000)

[

I . 0000 \ Specify block 1 on lape.
'------'---'--'=...='-"--'

To run the program with values of 5 and ~4 entered from the keyboard.

Do This See This Comments

(press and latch RECORD and READY)

Block 1 from the

Comments

Specify writing from pro
gram memory onto lape.

Comments

Display e

Jump to step 001.

Read
tape.

{a '-I I . 005 \

{on .003 \
too f . 00'-1 \

[ 2 000a \ The number in the Entry
L -=.-'·c.c:~='__~__.J register prior to LOAD is

displayed.

[~:;=;:;=;==.~O~O~/:======::::;\ Start loading at step DOL

[tal .002 )

'"~ m:m
- ID:IiI

To write segment 2 onto block 2

Do This See This

[]] { 2.0000 \ Block 2.

WRITE { 02 \ Write contents of pro-
ON

TAPE { 2.0000 \
gram memory onto tape

\.Block 2.

(Press and latch RECORD and READY)

To load segment 3 into program memory

Do This See This

-"....
,000

READ
FROM
TAPE

~
......L".

rn { 3.0000 \ Block 3.
,

WRITE { 03 \ Write contents of pro-
ON

TAPE { 3.0000 \
gram memory onto tape
Block 3.

(Press and latch RECORD and READY)

To write segment 3 onto block 3

Identifier displays.

Enter -4 as the number
to be tested.

\
)- '-I. 0000

Note that when these program segments are read into program memory under pro

gram control, execution begins automatically.

[
[
( / .

(;I~~ I@] [

II
[
(
(

Specify writing from pro
gram memory onto lape.

CommentsSee ThisDo This
'PQGP~'"

JiAS

I,

I'

,
, -:'!
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No

I,
e>',

label 1

Calculate
A = 'll"r~

Return

( RJ

Store A into
register [:;)

Recall r from
register 8

Recall A from
register I: I

Increment r by
0.'

Stop

Label 2

Calculations are
complete. Write

registers 0-9 onto
the next block of

."'"

161

Figure 36

Program Flow

These steps store
r temporarily in

the Num/Op
register, dear all
the registers, and
then restore r to

register 8

•
•
•

•

Write registers 0-9
onto the next block

of ta

Clear all registers

Store A into
register 1

Jump Start

Branch to
label 1

Branch to
label 1 to

calculate A

Branch to
Labell to

calculate A

Store A into
register 0

-

('----',"-"----'

The calculation
of A is done as a
subroutine. The
storing of A into

the correct registers
is done in the main

(j0'rg_,,_m-;:::=;:~·-::::::-_l
Store A into

register 9

Example: Programmed Tape Control for Writing from
Data Registers onto Tape

The following example shows how data registers are automatically stored onto

tape. It also provides an opportunity to use many of the programming techniques

already described in this book.

Suppose that you want to solve the same equation or problem many times and

then store the solutions so that they can be studied at your convenience. It is pos

sible to write a program that automatically changes the value of the variable, solves

the equation and stores the result into a data register. After a certain number of

registers have been used, the program automatically writes the contents of the data

registers onto a block of tape and conti-nues the program, solving the equation for

other values of the variable and storing additional results onto a Jape block.

Applications in which such storage of data registers may be used include the fol

lowing:

• Programs that have long execution times and many final results. This can

include the solution of problems by numerical integration or iterative tech

niques.

• Programs that require the manipulation -of large amounts of data, such as the

· solution of statistical problems.

For-example, let us solve the equation for the area of a circle, A = 7Tr2, forvalues of

the radius, r, over the range 1 ~ r ~ 9 where r is increased by 0.5 each time a new

A is to be calculated.

160

Store the calculated values of A -in registers 0 through 9, When 10 registers have

been used, write from the registers onto a block of tape. Then clear the data storage

registers and continue executing the program. When -the final calculation for A has

been made, store all ten registers bnto another block of tape and stop.

The program flow on the next page shows a convenient way of solving the prob

lem. The main program stores the calculations for A into the correct registers and

writes 10 registers onto a block of tape as soon as they are filled. A subroutine calcu

lates A, increments the value of r, and tests to see when the last calculation has

been made.



'j

....,,
,!: i,

v.' ' To load the main program~;; ...
{j'
"~' ,

See This Comments": , Do This See This Comments Do This

iii Ii~""' ( .001 \ Start loading at step 001. []] (a 1/ .0'1'1 \" ..• . co'.

\ This places the current

~!!!OJ too I .003 \ Branch 10 subroutine ; liD. {023 .0'11 value for r inlo the Num-labeled 1., J ber/Operator register so
\.~I' 8CQJ (000 .005 \ Store calculated value of ;; thai 11 won't be affected'I A in register O. by the following Clear•,". ,

',,!

~!!!OJ (00 I .001 \ Branch to subroutine.
All Registers instruction.

,,: ..

\ This clears all the data80J (00 / .009 \ Store A in register 1. 0 [.,-J ICLEAR) {131 .0'18 registers. This is done so
that when data registers

~!!!OJ (00 I ·a I / \ Branch to subroutine. are later read from the
tape, you will know

800 (002 ·a13 \ Store A in register 2. which register was the
last one used.

~!!!OJ rOO I .0/5 \ Branch to subroutine.
The lasl A value in a
register will be follC!",:ed

BOO (003 ·a I 1 \ Store A in register 3.
by a register containing
a zero.

~!!!OJ rOO / .019 \ Branch to subroutine. \ This brings r back to the

[020 .050CIJEI Entry register from the

8m [00'1 02/ \ Num/Op register. R isStore A in register 4.

.0 {a /2 .052 \ then stored again in

~!!!OJ (00 / 023 \ Branch 10 subroutine. register []

8m [005 .025 \ Store A in register 5. .. Ii (033 .05'1 \ Jump to sle~ ~01 to con-
tinue caleu atlons.

~o!!! CIJ [00 / \.021 Branch 10 subroutine.

8m {OOG .029 \ Siore A in register 6.

li!iJ OJ (00 / \·.1 .03/ Branch to subroutine.
I B~A_'OI

8m [00 1 .033 \ Slore A in register 7.

~!!!OJ [00 / .035 \ Branch fa subroutine.

8m [0 / a .031 \ Store A in register 8.

I

~!!!OJ 100 I . 039 \ Branch to subroutine.

• ,i 8W [0 / / .0'1/ \ Store A in register 9.
•

(~~:A:3 [031 .0'12 \ Crear Entry places a zero
in the E-register.

~ WRITE [3'10 .0'13 \ Write registers 0-9 onto
AfG'Sl AS ON the next block of tape.

TAPE (The Crear is used to
desi1nate the next tape
bloc instead of zero. If
zero were used, a zero
digit would be added to
the value of A in the dis-
play.)
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j
I

I"~

i:

,
I':,
,;

r = 5.5

r = 5

r = 4.5

r=4

r = 3.5

r=3

r = 2.5

r=2

Start the program.

{ 95.0331 \

( 78.5398 \

( 53.5/72 \

{ 50.255'-1 \

( 3B.'-I8'-15 \

{ 28.27'-13 \

( 19 53'-19 \

~(=======3~.~,~'-I~/~5:::;\ valu,e, ~f A fo'

[ 7.0585 \ ,~lS

{ 12.5553 \

Comments

The system searches for
block 1 and then reads
the data into the registers
of the 326.

\

Data registers on Block 1
{ I . 0000 _ have been read Into thel -'-:':O~.::..:::....-.J data registers of the 326.

Comments

Th'ls positions the tape so
that the data registers will
be written on Block 1
first. Later when data is
read from the tape you
will start reading from

[ 1'-1 0 000 \ Block 1. To move 'hel ..!-~·.=:.::::..:::.:::..- tape to block 14 we have
specified writing register
a onto block 14.

[ 0 . 0000 \ CleM all ,egiste".

S/======~~I=.~O~O~O~O§=\Store th~ initial r value

L into regIster 8 (R =

1.00001.

r------------~\ The program executes

II~~~~~~=:;:;==;:::;;::;;:;;;=:::;unt iI 2. 0000 dis PIa ys."; (Registers are stored on

l[ --'2~.:oO~O,-,O,-,O::...-\ block 02 lasl.l

16S

To see the results of the calculations

Do This See This

READ'1' FROM
L.!.-J TAPE

WRITE
ON

TAPE

Do This See This

(press and latch RECORD and READY)

·..·..·CD@]
AE~A5

@]

,J

See This

{3 4a 080 \ Write registers 0-9 on the
_. _ next block of tape.

(0// .081 \
[033 082 \

Stop executing. The last
L_"'-"--''-_·c..::c.=.'''- --'_ calculation of A has been

made.

( 0 00 00 \ Switch to Run mode in
L "'-'-·'::":=..0:":::_ preparation for running

program.

WRITE
ON

TAPE

Do This

164

To load the subroutine

Comments

[.,.] !Pc CD ~/2~D=:/::==. ~0~5~5~===::::::;\ label 1 (,ubmutlnel.

.0 (0/2 .057 \ nil dmm ,eglste,

II[[J (0 I I .059 \ Sub"ac' 9 fmm,

II_"~ D'2l (002 052 \ Jump to label 2 if r is
~ . greater than 9 (lasl A has

been calculated),

•~[-f~ -ox. ( /52 055 \ Program continues inL=-.J _. _ sequence if r 0;; 9. Cal-
culate rl ,

a~ClJII (020 .058 \CalculateA~m'

• (;I~~] !a /3 . OlD \ StoreAintoregisterU,~~)·

{a a5 . 012 \ J~cremenl r (in register

{0 / 2 . 07'-1 \ 01 by 05

(0 / 3 . 0 75 \ Recall A.

(03D . 0 1 7 \ :~t~.n to the main pro-

(202 . 078 J label2.

(000 .079 \
PROOAA..

AE~RS

To run the program

Assume that the system is connected and a preconditioned tape is inserted. End~

less or two-sided tape may be used. If endless tape is used, the number of calcula~

tions that can be recorded is limited to 12 X (the number of registers used in each

block). In tliis case 10 registers are written onto each block of tape.

~
.".".,O.D

-!

I

I

,,,
I
I

,)

~I,
'i,'.



8'',' ,
.\

'C', r

f
iJ
~Jl\"

f
,
,

"

I', !,
,

! ,
, i

r ~

I

I
l'

Do This

(]J
READ

2 FROM
TAPE

See This

[

[
[
{
[
{
(
[
[

Comments

2.0000 , The contents of the data
registers that were writ-
ten on Block 2 are read
into the data registers of
the 326.

//3.0973 \ Values of A for
r = 6

/32.7322 \ r = 6.5

/53.9380 \ r = 7

/75.7/'-15 \ r = 7.5

20/ ,05/9 \ r = 8 ,

225 .. 9800 \ r = 8.5

25'-1.'-1590 \ r=9

0.0000 \ las~ A calculation is in
register 6.

,
,

,
.)

1 '

Appendixes

~,,
'I'

The procedure for displaying the results of the program can also be made into

a program that is completely automatic. You might try this as an exercise.

Hints:

:: 1. Start reading from block 1 and then use the "read from next block" instruction

,,,

sequence..

2, Recall successive registers.

3. A display of r can precede the display of the A calculation. Use the Pause

instruction (-JB) for displays.f .

4. Increment and test the value of r. Stop the program when r > 9, or you can test

for the first register that contains zero.
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Appendix A: Accuracy and Number Sizes

All numbers used in the 326 Scientist have 13 significant digits and a two digit

exponent. This allows the range of numbers to go from 10-98 to 9.999999999999 X

1099• .
"

Add and subtract are accurate to the full 13 digits Multiply and d' 'd d d
• IVI e are roun e

in the 13th digit to gain greater accuracy (e.g., 2 -;- 3 = 0.6666666666667). The

functions aX, to Rectangular, to Polar, Sin, Sin-I, Cos, (05-1 Tan Tan-I L • I
, I ,n,e,og,

10;0; are almost always accurate to one part in the 12th digit and never less than one

part in the 11 th digit.

Square rOot is accurate to 2 parts in the 13th digit Rad',a s't D d' ' n 0 egrees an Degrees
to Radians are both accurate to 2 parts in the 13th digit.

l/x is simply a divide and has the same accuracy as divide.

The. accuracy of the Scientist most probably exceeds th d .e accuracy you nee In

most cases but it is there when you require it.

166

Appendix B: Batteries and Recharging

The 326 Scientist may operate from the AC voltage adapter supplied with the 326

or from the batteries when operation from the AC line is inconvenient.

The batteries supplied with the 326 may be discharged and recharged approxi

mately 1000 times during their useful life. When fully discharged, the batteries may
,

be recharged in 16 to 20 hours by connecting the computer ,to the AC adapter and

the adapter to the AC line. Battery recharging occurs regardless of the position of

the ON/OFF switch and does not interfere with calculations.

The AC adapter supplies 300 to 350 milliamperes of charging current to the bat

teries. For this reason only Monroe part number C03400017 or similar nickel

cadmium batteries rated for at least three ampere-hours should be used in the 326.

If you do need to use other types in an emergency/DO NOT connect the ACa'dapter.

Attempting to recharge a rechargeable battery rated at less than 3 ampere-hours or

a dry cell may burst the batteries and damage the computer. Such damage is 'NOT

covered by warranty or equipment service agreement.

To replace the batteries, turn the 326 over, squeeze together the two round plung

ers at the top of the case, and pull the door open. Remove the batteries and replace

with fresh ones, observing the polarity shown in the illustration.

All nickel-cadmium batteries exhibit an apparent reduction of capacity after a

number of cycles of partial discharging and recharging. You may easily correct this

by running the computer on batteries until the display goes completely blank, and

then recharging the batteries for 16 to 20 hours. Care must be taken not to continue

the discharge period beyond the point when the displays goes blank. You may use

the computer during the recharge period.

The 326 concentrates many thousands of logic circuits into a small volume, so

the metal label on the bottom may feel noticeably warm to the touch. This tempera

ture is normal and should cause no alarm provided it does not exceed 49°C (120°F).
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Appendix C: Summary of 326 and 392
Keys and Switches

S3

59

68

61

53

63

53

68

52

65

59

60

59

62

58

58

56

56

51

51

52

Reference
Page Number

Delete from statistical summation;
subtract 1, X and X2 from registers 1, 2
and 3, respectively

Statistical summation; add 1, X and X2
into registers 1, 2 and 3, respectively

Metric to English Conversions

Rectangular to polar conversion

Arc tangent

171

English to Metric Conversions

Tangent

Logarithm to the base e

Antilogarithm to the base e
(exponential function)

Logarithm to the base 10

Antilogarithm to the base 10

Polar to rectangular conversion

Arc cosine

Arc sine

Sine

Cosine

Degrees

Factorial"

Grads

Reciprocal

Square

DescriptionKey (or Switch Setting)

~-I ""'"
_METRIC--MElRIC-

-~...J Xl
1IX-
C·/~ -xl

GAAD

ii
'"
!
'"-
~.
'"-
~'"'"-
~.
TO REel-

!
If

I
I

I
I
i
!,

19

18

12

9

9

10

10

19

9

9

17

20

17

36

22

37

30

57

52

.51

Reference
Page Number

Subtract

Divide

Decimal point

Reset the Number/Operator register
and clear the Entry register

Numeral entry

Add

Change sign

Multiply

Clear the Entry register

Description

Exponent

Turns the 326 Scientist on

Turns the 326 Scientist off

Equals

R;ecall from a data storage register

Degrees, minutes, seconds

Parentheses

Store into a data storage register

Square roor

Function .key .

~onvert (rofT! a D/M/S angle to an angle
In degrees with decimal fraction or from
degrees with decimal fraction to D/M/S

OFF

326 Scientist Keys and Switches

ON

Key (or Switch Setting]

.--

[CLEAR)

[RISEr]

(]JOJ(]J[]]
W[]][[)(]J
[]](]J
o
fCHGl
l.!!!!!0

8
II
•••II
Oil
•
•C.,.J

, i

j ,

.'
1':

,
.' '

,."-



,:i
!!

'i
"
,
I,
I

,,

:j

r:,

,'.
:ll

i:
I,

!
, 1

140

141

140

140

139

11

139

139

139

139

140

24,28

85,87

140

Reference
Page Number

Reference
Page Number

Stops all tape operations

Place the Read/Write head against
the tape

Write a program or data onto tape

Precondition an unblocked tape cassette

Read a program or data from tape

Move non-loop tape rapidly forward
Ifast forward)

Rewind a non-loop tape

Record (i.e., Write) programs or data on
tape

Description

Opens the door of the Tape Cassette
Drive and ejects the cassette

Description

Set decimal point

Load program instructions into memory

A program from the computer's memory
is to be written onto a tape block

Data from the data storage registers is to
be written onto a tape block

Raise a to the power x

READ
FROM
TAPE

[.JWRITE
ON

I TAPE

WRITE
ON

TAPE

STOP

REWIND

READY

FORWARD

RECORD

Key or Switch Setting

392 Tape Cassette Drive Controls

EJECT

rsm
~

Key (or Switch Setting)

I

,,,
[
t,,
j
)

I

I
!

I
!
1
I

87

72

70

72

71

63

71

70

66

93

73

71

67

72

86

105

100

100

100

100

106

85,87

85, 123

Reference
Page Number

Mean

Integer

7T

Absolute value

Insert a program instruction code

Remove a program instruction code

Go forward to the next program step

Co back to the previous program step

Names a particular program step

Return ~o the main program from a
subroutine

Start or Stop program execution

Pause

Branch to a subroutine

Identifier

e

Clear all registers

Jump to Label

Round

Fraction

,

Standard deviation

Description

Clear registers 1 2 3, ,

Make keyboard calculations or execute
program
Execute a program one step at a time=

.~
STEP
,,~

i,'
,

,
jl,
,,,,

i
i,
,r

i

,i

"I,,,

!
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Appendix D:
Instruction Codes for the 326 Scientist

I
1

!

00' ,
'" " '71 COSINE 173 TO POLAR

001 ,
'" " '" TANGENT 200}R d

'" , '15 a" 013 TO REeT. l f lun

003 3 '15 I 100] 19 213 [Q] TO I£~~)

00' • 027 1 I ' 2Z0} 9fT D. P.
'05 5 '30 mURN 114 (]J TO 8

2~4 @]TOE]

'"
, '33 STARTISTOP 115 I, D/M/S

001 1 '36 RESET 137 CUAR All REGS 24J -."..
'" B '37 CLEAA '40 PAEBLOCK I CJ

'" , 04' WRITE PRDG. 150 tDUm 25 [Q] TO H:;~I

D11 • '41 READ TII'E ,GO e' 260}R 0

'" CHG SIGN 050 1:"."'''- '" '0' I ' ..".1<-

". '" ,GO 'n '" X' 213 @] JDl~~SI

015 DIMIS ,&1 lOG 113 X! 300 ST
'10 = '" .- 171 ARC SINE 3" ST+

'" + '03 1!X 171 ARC CDSINt: '" ST-
m '70 SINE 172 ARC TANGENT 303 ST"

- '""Ie AND~ 0 CODE ~ fUNCTION CODE
o J IIIl1oc;_ " ".-- 1111\1; , CUllA REGS 1,2,3 10B
0 °F_oC '" '"

, DISPLAYe '", INCH-eM ", '"
, AISOlun VALUE 102, F.DOT-MnAE 242 '" 3 MUM 103

3 MIU-IILDMlTAE "3 '" • STD. DEV. '04
• IN'-eM' '" '" 5 fMellON '05
5 US Gill -lITRE '" '65 , INffGEA lOl-
I UK Gill-lITRE '" '" 1 DlSPUY 17 1B7
7 POUND-KILOGRAM '" '67 , ROUND DISPtD "'I DUNCE-GRAM '50 271 , IDENTIFIER 111, lB/FF -eM/eM' '51 171 CHG SIGN AUTO nST 113
• lI/IN'-IG/eM' 25' 212 'IP PAUSE 114

CNG SIGN DEC IGRAUl-DO 25l 273 ClfAA CLEAA AU REGS 137

304 5T +
305 5T a"
310 RCL
311 RCL +
m RCl-
313 RCl x
314 RCl +
315 RCl a"
320 EKe"
321 EXCH+
322 EXCH-
323 EXCH x
324 EXCH+
325 nCH a"
340 WAITE DAD
350 JUMP
351 JUMP+
352 JUMP-
353 JUMP+-
354 JUMP =
355 JUMP+=:
358 JUMP-=:
351 JUMP+-=:
3&0 BRANC.
361 BRANCH
362 BRANCH
313 BRANCN+
314 BJlIINCM=
315 BRANCH+ =
311 BRANCH - =
311 BRANCH+-=
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Appendix E: 326 Scientist Error Conditions

Operations which cause ERROR are:

• Divide by zero.

• l/X of zero.

• V of a negative number.

• Log or Ln of zero or negative number.

• Arc sine or arc 'cosine of a number greater than 1 or less than -1.

• Calculating a-x with the aX key.

• Calculating 0° with the aX key.

• Factorial of numbers less than zero.

• Factorial of numbers greater than 69.

• Factorial of non-integer.

• Attempting to generate a number outs'lde the range of the computer

(10-98 to 9,999999999999 x WooL

• Exceeding the parentheses level limit.

• Close without corresponding open when using parentheses.

• Mean with n = O.

• Standard deviation with n ",;; 1.

Press [IIUET] or [CLUR!to restore operation after 326 error conditions.
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Appendix F:
392 Tape Cassette Drive Error Conditions

Il.__~E=--_-_-_-...:-=-,-I -.l\ READY not latched at the time of theJ execution of READ FROM TAPE or
WRITE ON TAPE. '

Ic. ~E:......-_-_-_-_--=2 .J\ RECORD not latched at the time of man-
_ ual or programmed execution of WRITE

ON TAPE.

Ll. .cE=---_-_-_-_-.:..::3'--- ' Invalid preconditioning sequence. NoJ entry or an entry other than 0 or 1 before

the sequence [~J WRITE ON TAPE.

or: Block requested not 0 or outside the
range 1~14.

I E- -- - - 4 \ An. attempted read of a block that has'-----=- ....!. -.J nel~her program nor data registers written

r-,--,;::-----=--~- on It.I E- - - - - 5 \ The informatil;>n cannot be read. Either
_ the tape contams a flaw or the stored pro~

gram or data has been altered.

Press IRnnl or [CLEARI to restore operation after 392 Tape Cassette Drive error condjM

tions.

j'

Display Error

,,,

Appendix G:
Parentheses and the Number/Operator Register

In addition to the Number/Operator register (Num/Op register) there are four

other internal registers. These registers are used when working with the parentheses

keys. For convenience, these registers are referred to as Paren 1, Paren 2, Paren 3

and Paren 4.

The contents of the Num/Op register can only be changed by pressing an arith

metic operator key (allaliOrII)· The designated operator and the

current contents of the E~register are placed in the Num/Op register for use in

calculation.

The parenthesis registers operate in conjunction with the Num/Op register, but

are only affected when parentheses are used; and then only according to a fixed
•

hierarchy.

The first time a left parenthesis is used, the contents of the Num/Op register is

duplicated in Paren 1. Paren 1 does not change again until either another left paren

thesis or a right parenthesis is used. A second left parenthesis duplicates the con

tents of Paren 1 into Paren 2 and duplicates the contents of Num/Op in Paren 1.

A similar duplication into Paren 3 and Paren 4 takes place when a 3rd and 4th left

parenthesis is used.

When right parentheses are used the order of duplication is reversed. A right

parenthesis duplicates the contents of Paren 1 in Num/Op; Paren 2 is duplicated in

Paren 1; Paren 3 is duplicated in Paren 2 and Paren 4 is duplicated in Paren 3.

••

176
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Arithmetic operations that change the contents of the Num/Op register have no

effect on the Paren registers. Pressing IRElU) clears the Num/Op and the Paren

registers .
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Example:, Example:
I
1 Using two levels of parentheses

Using four levels of parentheses

I
j The following table shows what happens to the internal registers for the calcula-

, This example shows the changes in the internal registers for the calculation:,,
l-

tion 5 X [(6/2) + (7/2)J =
, 3 x [O.S<°·7X(S+(2x6)l)]:=
,

1 I
1

Paren

i Paren Paren Paren 'Paren

, Paren

Caleu/allon Key Counter Display
Paren Paren P;m'n Paren 1 Display

Num{Op , 2 3 ,
I Calculalion K" Counter

Num/Op , 2 3 ,
I]] I 5,0000 \

'; m [ 3,0000 \ Blank Blank Blank Blank Blank

Blank Blank Blank Blank Blank
,

a I 5,0000 \ t a ~/
3,0000 \ 3x

5x

D 1 {1 5,0000 \ D 1 3,0000 \ 'x 'x

5x 5x

D 2 Ii! 5,0000 \
c::J[[] 1 U O,BOOO \ 'x 'x

5x 5x 5x

[[J 2 Ii! 5,0000 \ mil 1 )/ O,BOOO \ O.Ba' 'x

5x 5x 5x

• 2 Ii! 5,0000 \ D 2 /2 O,BOOO \ D.Ba' O.Ba' 'x

6+- 5x 5x

[[) 2 Ii! i!.0000 \ c::JITJ 2 Ii! 0.1000 \ O.Ba' O.Sa" ]X

6; 5x 5x

6+2= D 1 It 3.0000 \ a 2 [2 0.1000 \ O.7x O.Ba' 'x

5x 5x

D 1 It 3.0000 \ D' l [3 0.1000 \ 0.7)( 0])( O.Ba' 'x

3+ 5x

D 2 Ii! 3.0000 \
I]] , {3 5.0000 \ 0.7)( 0.7)( O.Ba' lX

,+ 3+ 5x

ITJ 2 Ii! 1,0000 \ D , [3 5.0000 \ 5+ 0.7)( 0.6a' 'x

3+ 3+ 5x

• 2 Ii! 7,0000 \ D , [~ 5.0000 \ 5+ 5+ 0.7)( 0.8a' 'x

7-:- 3+ 5x

[[) 2 Ii! i!.0000 \
[[) , I~ i!.0000 \ 5+ 5+ 0.7)( 0.8a' 'x

7+ 3+ 5x ~

7 .;.. 2 D 1 (1 3.5000 \ a , [~ 2.0000 \ 2x 5+ 0.7)( a.8a' 'x

3+ Sx

J + 3.5 .. D I 5.5aOO \
[[J [~ 5.0000 \ 2x 5+ 0.7>< 0.8a' 'x

'x

,

5><6.5=0 • I 32,5000 \
2><6= D , [3 /i!.0000 \ 5+ 0.7>< 0.8a' l'

5x
5 + 12 = D 2 [2 /7.0000 \ 0.7>< 0.8a' 'x

0.7><17= D 1 {1 //.~OOO \ 0.8a' 'x

0.8 111 ,,,,,,, D I 0.0702 \ 3x

J >< 0.0702 • ( O.i!/OB \ 'x

Note: A dash (-) signifies that the register is blank.
Note: A dash (-) signifies that the register is blank.
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Appendix H: Auto Test Routine

The 326 has a built-in self testing routine. This routine tests the operation of the

display, the 40,000 bits of Read Only Memory and the 4,000 bits of Random Access

Memory. If you think the 326 is not operating correctly, use the self test routine. If

the self test does not operate as described, the 326 may not operate correctly.

To use the self test routine, press rn -e.,.J(:.,:j. The auto test procedure

destroys any programs or register data that are in the 326. The self test routine

causes the display to go through a sequence of changes as described below.

B.Oooa \
See This

{

Explanation

Check sum for RAM chip 1

The self test is completed.

As a final test:

Do This

See This

[ 1Ei ~
[11 \ Check sum for RAM chip 2 .

I b k t the display test and continues.
After the RAM chips test, the routine oops ac 0

The self test will continue to repeat itself. . .

To restore normal operation you must turn off the 326 and then turn It on again.

RAM Chips Test

'~

•

I

Explanation

This tests all the numeral segments of
the display (16 "8's").
This tests the 16 decimal points in the
display.
This tests the 13 commas in the display.
The last three positions are points only.

Display Test
See This

[BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBID
(. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . \
I, I """ " I "" .\

The self test continues to the ROM chips test.

ROM Chips Test
The self test continues with the ROM chips test showing the check sum for each

of the six ROMs. The check sums will always be the same. Record them in the blank

displays for future reference.

See This Explanation

\
.,,

[ • Ib1(". J Check sum for ROM chip 1

[ 5"2..1 J Check sum for ROM chip 2

[ SO U j Check sum for ROM chip 3•

[ "J :)/ \ Check sum for ROM chip 4

[ eoe> \ Check sum for ROM chip 5

[ L.fOJ- \ Check sum for ROM chip 6

The self test continues to the RAM chips test.
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Appendix I: Environmental Conditions
\,,

Temperature and Relative Humidity

The ranges of ambient temperature and relative humidity which the 326 can

accept without possible malfunction are as follows:

Operating Minimum Maximum

Temperature -6,7'( (20'F) 40.6'( (l05'F)

Relative Humidity 5% 95%

Storage Minimum Maximum

Temperature -40'( (-40'F) 50'( (140'F)

Relative Humidity 0% 95%

Voltage

When using the 326 Scientist with the AC adapter, be sure that the switch on

the adapter is at the proper setting (115 Volts or 230 Volts) for your area.

182
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Appendix J: Peripheral Devices

The use of a Model 395 Interface allows the 326 Scientist to be connected to a

Model 33 Teletype or any other device compatible with the Electronic Industry

Association's RS 232 specfications.

For further information about the interface or compatible peripheral devices,

contact your Monroe representative.

•
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Appendix 1<:

Notes on the Tape Cassette Drive

The following points should be noted with respect to tape cassettes and the 392

Tape Cassette Drive:

1. If tape cassettes from other suppliers than Monroe are used with the 392

Tape Cassette Drive, the tape must be computer grade tape that is free of flaws.

2. It is important not to subject the tape Cassette Drive to external shocks while

it is reading or writing tape. Sudden movements or shocks may result in a

failure to read or write some portion of the tape correctly, which can cause

an error condition.

3. The Tape Cassette Drive's recording head must be kept dean to assure that

information is correctly written onto and read {rom tape. After approximately

150 tape reading or writing operations, or if there seems to be difficulty in

reading or writing tape correctly, clean the recording head using the following

procedure:

(a) Open the door of the Tape Cassette Drive and remove the tape cassette.

(b) Rub the recording head gently using a cotton swab moistened with dena~

tured alcohol.

(c) Dry the recording head with a clean dry cotton swab.

184
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A

Ch .arn 15,18

Constant 20

Direct Register..... 26 27 28....................... , ,

Arithmetic {Continued) , ... " 39, 40, 42, 44

Operations ~ 15,18,19,20,24

Auto Test Routine 180

aX function " .. ", 24,28

B

Absolute value ", 70,

Accuracy and Number Sizes 168

Add·Itlon 18, 27

Angles 30............................

Arithmetic with 33................................

Converting , 34,56,57

Degrees! Minutes/5~conds 30, 33

Degrees with Decimal Fraction 30, 34, 57

Entry of. 30,34, 57

. Grads 30

Radians 30,32, 56, '57

Antilogarithm 30,33,34,56,57

Base 10 53

Basee 53

Arc cosine.. .............................. , 53

Arcsine 59

Arctangent ~

Arithmetic .. ...................................................................................... 60

Backspace .. ,...................... 100......................................................

c
Change Sign - - - 10

Clear , , , 10, 17

Clear Registers 1, 2, and 3 63

Clear All Registers , , ". 73

Conditional Tests on Number Other than Zero 118

Cosine , , 59

D
Data Storage Registers ·· · .. · ··· 34,39,148,149

Decimal Point Setting 11, 12

Decisions and Conditional Testing 111, 112, 113, 118

Digit Keys 9

Direct Register Arithmetic. 39,40,42,44

Display Format in Programming , 85

Division " 20,27,28

D/M/S , 30,33

E
e (Base of natural logarithms) 53,70

English/Metric Conversion 68, 70

Entering Numbers, Rules , , 14

Entry-Register (E-Register) ··· .. · 9

Equal Sign 17

Error Conditions 10, 17, 175, 176

Exchange , , 37

Exponent, 12, 24

F
Function Keys, Summary of.. ···.· ·· .. ··· .. ·· .. 73, 170

Factorial 51

Batteries and Recharging , 169

Branch 106

186

Flowcharts , 88,111

-Forward iii 100

Fraction 71

Functions, Applications of ·· ···· .. · .. · 74, 75, 77, 78, 80
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G
GRAD/DEG Switch 56

H

Hyperbolic Functions , " 54

I

Identifier ~ 72

Insert. 100, 102

Integer..... ", ........................................................................•............ 71

J
Jump 87, 112

K

Keys and Switches {summary) 170

L
Labels (symbolic addressing) 93

Load 84, 85

Loading a Program 87

Logarithm 52, 53',

Base 10 52

Base e 53

M

Memory......................•.................................................................... 84

Metric/English Conversions .....................................•...•.... , 68

Multiplication , 19,27

N
Number/Operator (Num/Op) Register 15, 17, 18

Use with Parentheses ~ ..................•......... 177

o
On/Off Switch ,............•.... , 9

Overiays 135,151,154

188

p
Parentheses , , 22,23,177

Pause 72,125

Pi (rr) 71

Polar to Rectangular Coordinates ~1

Prepared Programs on Tape ··· .. ·· 4,144

Program , , " , , 82

Programming 82, 84

BKk................················· 1OO

8ranch 1OS, 106

Forward , , 100

Identifier 72, 128

Insert. 100,102

)ump 89, 112

Modifying Programs 100, , 01, 102, 103

Pause '" 72, 125

Remove 100

Return 106, 107

RUN/STEP/LOAD 84, 85

Running a Program 85,86,87

START /STOP 86

Step Feature , · · : 85,123

Subroutines and Branching 1OS, 106, 107

Tape Cassette Drive Under Program Control. 151
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Reading a Program from Tape ", , 147

Reading Data from Tape 149

Recall 37

Reciprocal 51

Rectangular to Polar Coordinates 62

Registers, Data Storage 34

Arithmetic with , 38, 39

Exchange 37

Recall. 37

Store 36

Reset. 1,7

Return 106, 107

Round : 72

Run 85,87

Scientific Notation ' 12

Set Decimal Point 11 \1

Sine 58

Square RoaL , 52

Statistical Functions 63

Summation 63, 64

Grouped Data 64

Ungrouped Data 63

Deleting Data 65

Mean ; 66

Standard Deviation 67

Summary of Rules 68

Step 85, 123

Store 36

Subtraction 19, 27

190
.,

T
Tangent ..•••.................................................................•.....•............. 59

Tape Blocks , 140

Tape Block Search 143

TapeCassette 137, 138

Preconditioning .J 40

Drive , 135

Connecting 136

Controls 139

Programmed Control of 151

Reading a Program from Tape 147

W" P Tntlng a rogram onto ape 145

Reading Data from Tape 149

Writing Data onto Tape 148

Tape Movement Counter 140

Trigonometric Functions Summary 60

v
Variables and Constants 127

Vectors 46

w
Writing a Program onto Tape 145

Writing Data onto Tape 148

•
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